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1
1TE3 ORIGIN OF TEF G3RMAN-HUSSIAN P3CPLE AND TE3IR POLS
IN NORTE DAKOTA 
Introduction 
Purpose of Study
1
According to the United States Census fo r 1930 there were 86,072 people 
of Russian origin in North Dakota. Of these 22,617 were horn in Russia and 
64,455 were their native-born descendents. Approximately thirteen per cent 
of the population of North Dakota is of Russian origin or descent.
Only one other nationality outnumbers the people of Russian nationality 
in.North Dakota. They are the Norse who number 124,522, or nineteen per cent, 
of the population of North Dakota.
The people designated as of Russian origin in the United Spates census 
for North Dakota are only to a small extent of Russian descent. Most of them 
are of German descent. They are the descendents of German families who moved 
into Russia between 1763 and 1830. They retained their German language, tra­
dition and blood. They are the people known as German-Russians. Because 
the term German-Russian has been applied to these people for a long time and 
because they are well and widely known by it ,  the writer w ill likewise desig­
nate them by that term. It should be emphasized however that they are not 
Russians at a ll ; they are pure German. They have no Slav or Russian blood in 
their veins. They are not even a mixture of German and Russian. In the com­
pound noun, German-Bus si an, the word, Russian, should be regarded as an ad­
jective. It merely indicates that the German to whom it is applied lived in 
Russia. In no sense were they Russianized.
United States Census fo r  1930, Population Bulletin,
Second Series, North Dakota, pp. 28-29
9Probably ninety per cent of the North Dakota people designated as of 
Russian origin are German-Sissisns. There is no ray of determining the
(
minber of people of Russian blood in North Dakota. From observation it  
can be said that there are not many. For a l l  practical purposes the people
i'
in North Dakota listed as Russians in the United States census may be regard­
ed as Geruan-Russians. Since foreign-bom people and their descendants are 
classified  in the United States census according to the country of their o ri­
gin, both true Russians and German-Russians are listed as Russians, Since
i
the German-Rassian people talk German and c a ll themselves German, it  is possi­
ble that some of them are included with the Germans of whoa the United States 
Census shows 44,431 in North Dakota in 1930.
The Gernan-Sussians are the problem people in North Dakota. They have 
been d ifficu lt  to assimilate, Americanize, and educate. They have been in 
economic d ifficu lties  more 30 than their neighbors of ether notlocalitleu.
. ; r • ; ‘ . ! . r • r: " ■ &
Their standard of liv ing  is  lower than that of their neighbors. They are 
socially and culturally retarded. Nc generalization of a group can be made 
without injustice to some within that group. There are German-Russians who 
are wealthy, cultured, refined, educated, and r>r<. gres3ive. There are people 
o f other natio’.allties iu North Dakota who are poor, ignorant, unrefined and 
backward. As a group, however, the German-Rugsian people do not compare 
favorably with the other leading nationalities in the stato. Anyone fami­
lia r  with the people and history of North Dakota knows that the Gernan-Russ- 
ians have not made as great a contribution as have the Norse, the Germans, 
or the English, for Instance. S?ie writer does not wish to cast a reflection  
on the German-Russian people, nor detract from their many good, qualities and 
usefulness to the state. It is  not a disgrace to be poor, ignorant, and un~
cultured. It is a disgrace not to attempt improvement. ‘The f i  7*9^  s1/6rp GO** 
T?ard improvement of the G-erman-Hussian people is the recognition of their 
present status.
The welfare and development of a state depends upon its people. Since 
the German-Hussisns constitute approximately one-seventh o f Forth Dakota*s 
population, they exert a definite influence upon her progress, A state’ s 
progress cannot fa r outdistance that of its weakest group of citizens. The 
surest way to improve the welfare of a state is to improve its weak popula­
tion elements.
No one desires to see a backward people in his midst. From a humanitar­
ian standpoint the German-Bussisn people deserve the assistance of their 
fellow citizens. I f  their lot can he improved: i f  their standard of living  
can be raised; i f  they can he made to appreciate education so that their 
children w ill he sent tc school; and i f  they can he Americanized, so that 
they w ill come up to the level of their neighbors o f other nationalities, it  
should he a l l  means he done. The effect w ill he greater happiness fo r them 
and a better Forth Dakota.
There musi- he reasons for the backwardness of the German-Bussian people. 
There raist he means of raisirg them to the level of other nationality groups 
in the state. There must he ways of improving their welfare and happiness.
To find the reasons for their backwardness, to determine the wanner in which 
they can he rehabilitated and transformed into progressive citizens so that 
their state mry develop to its fu l l  capacity, and fin a lly  to point the way 
or suggest their improvement is the objective of this study.
L ittle  progress can he made in helping a homogeneous group of people 
unless the helper understands them so that he can approach them sympathetically
IIt  is  the para lle l objective of this study to bring an understanding of the 
German-Bus si an people tc the people who rast deal with them, such as teachers, 
clergymen and public o ffic ia ls  who can have great influence i f  they under­
stand them.
i
ITature and Method of Study
No homogeneous group of people can be understood unless their origin  
and background is known. Thi3 is especially true of the German-Russian people.;
To many of their neighbors they are a peep’ ’  of Russian blood, or at best a
-
mixture of German and Bussian. The fact is  they are as pure Aryan as can be 
found anywhere in Germany. Their language, tradition, and background is 
German. This fact must be understood by anyone who wishes to help them. Fur™ jl
thernore the German-Russians have been a migrating people. Their different 
locations have le ft their influences upon them. To understand them it is ne­
cessary to trace their migration from country to country. For these reasons 
their origin and history is  given in this study.
To one who lives and works in a German-Bussian community their backward- 
ness is apparent. This is especially true when one can compare them with 
oth-r nationalities. No person who v isits the homes and schools of the Ger- 
maa-Russians and their neighbors o f other nationalities can come to any other 
conclusion. However, to demonstrate the backwardness of the German-Russians 
is mere d ifficu lt than to state it .  The oarticipation of a oeonle in educa­
tion, po litics, re lie f, and their involvement in court actions are an indica­
tion of their capability, culture, citizenship and economic stattis. These i 
activities of the German-Russian people have bean studied and compared with 
the oerformance of their nei#Vbors of other nationalities. The conclusion of J 
this study is based on that comparison.
Information fo r  this study was obtained from questionnaires, government 
reports, public records and books. However, the conclusion of this study is  
not based solely on information thus obtained. They are based much more upon
i
the convictions of the writer which are a result of being reared in a German- 
Ru=-clan home, liv ing  and working among them; and fin a lly  being placed in a 
position where comparisons could be made. Much of this information in the |
section on l i fe  in Russia was obtained through personal interviews of German-
1 '
Russians who came to Forth Dakota from their homes in the Russian villages as 
adults and who were able to recall and relate their experiences in Russia. 
Others have observed tne problems created by the Gerraan-Russian people
as residents and citirens of Forth Dakota. Cf particular interest is  a paper
2
written by S. Joachim who pleads fo r an understanding of these peopir. There 
are several books available which contain reports on the German-Rir ;sian colon- 
ies. They are written in the German language, however. To the writer’s know­
ledge no one has previously studied the role the German-Russinns play in.
■
Forth Dekota.
I
'• . ■ ' . t , : ; ' ' ■ : ■
S. Joachim, Toward an Understanding of the Ruesla 
Germans, pp.
3
dmjoter I
DUG!" or THE «8RN&-«0S&.tiK PSOPEK
Tbs Poroar FxUr^ s o f the Germar.-lhissiar P&rpl*
IThen the Alltec arc .t r^ssa® Armies weeded behind the SEag-icot ead 
iO acfri ec iiaCf in t.h<= fa l l  o f 1939 they occupied the territory that 
vae the heme of the arca-stors of TRauy Gerear.~Puosiers see- living in 
North Dakota. Anc interesting enough a ei^.i le r  ntseeias o f troops in 
that area almost & century and a half ago started those ancestors to 
migrete to Russia. At the turn of the Kinteenth Century when $a.p<oieo» 
sne his armies were rut:: lag rsnspant over Europe, end. Jaet as soon 
thereafter es the opportunity presented it s e lf ,  the Gersene froa the 
Irenes. province, of Alsace and the neighboring German provinces moved 
co Russia, Pcii-uid and Kui^ary, but chiefly to Fueela. The Ser^as- 
Russian people in North Dakota are almost without exception the decead- 
ents of Alsacians, #urttssnbuigers, Bavarians and other southwestern 
Germans. This is evidenced by the piece nesea they have brought with 
them. In North Dakota one finds towns end school districts named 
Karlsruhe, Selz, Bader, end Mannheim. Cities and Villages Can be found 
beerinj the same names in Russia and in southwestern Germany,
The Germans who migrated to  Russia inhabited definite sreae in 
which they maintained th e ir  Gsraen culture and language, and in which they 
preserved their German blood. Those areas are in the vicinity of 
Seraiov and Geunara on the banks of the Lower Volga River, in the Ukraine 
around the Black See, and in Bessarabia across the Dniester River.
Few of the German colonists f ram the Lower Volga migrated to North Dakota,
hence th is  study is  not concerned with their origin* Suffice it  to say 
that they migrated to Russia after the issuance of Catherine the I I* s  
Second Manifesto in 1763 and came from a ll  parts of Germany. Those that 
l e f t  th e ir  Volga homes fo r  the United States settled in Kansas and 
Nebraska, and probably other states. The German-Russiaas in Sorth Dakota 
came from the Black Sea area and Bessarabia. It  is  the Geimaa-Bussiens 
from these t je e s  with which this study is  concerned, arc it  is  they who can. 
be traced back to their original homes In Alsace and Southwestern Germany. 
I t  is  evident that over ninty per cent of the Germans who moved to the 
3Iack See area and Bessarabia came from Alsace and southwestern Germany.
In general the German Protestant colonists in the Black Sea area and 
Bessarabia came from Wurttembuxg, while the Catholic colonists in the 
same regions came from Alsace, Baden and Bavaria. Tables I  and I I  give 
the o r ig in  ox she majority of people in forty-two Protestant and twenty- 
three Catholic German-Russian colonies in the Black Sea and Bessarabia 
areas. This information was obtained from books^ containing reports on 
the number of colonies mentioned above. Seme of these reports were 
w ritten by the colonists themselves. Others were prepared by research 
students seeking information on this subject. A ll the reports t e l l  from 
which province in Germany or France the majority of people in each colony 
came.
^Georg Liebrandt, Die deutschen Kolonien in Cherson und
Beasarabien.
J. TJ. Malinowsky, Die deutschen katolischen Kolonien caa Schwarzea
Meer.
Johannes Brendel, Aus deutschen Kolonien im Kutschurganer Gebiet.
pp. 13-^0
Table I
origin of majority o? people in  protestast colonies
Province or Country 
from YJhich Colonists 
Came to Russia
fturt t amburg
Prussia
Poland
Alsace
Russia
Baden
Bavaria
Hungary
Total
No. o f Colonies Receiving 
Majority of Colonists from 
Opposite Naued Places______
20
7
5
A
3
I
1
1
_ _
Table I I
ORIGIN OF MAJORITY OF PEOPLE IN CATHOLIC COLONIES
Province or Country 
from fl/hich Colonists 
Came to Russia
No. o f Colonies Receiving 
Majority of Colonists frcaa 
Opposite Named Placed
Alsace 7
Prussia 5
Baden U
Bavaria 3
Russia 3
Vfurtt emburg 1
Total “ 2 j "
The reports on the forty-two German Protestant colonies in Russia
were prepared by the v illage  o ffic ia ls , usually the schoolmasters, 
mayors, board members, and clerics. Twenty such reports state that the 
majority of their people came from lurtt coburg; sixteen state that the 
majority of their people cane from Prussia, Russia, Poland and Hungary. 
The people who movec into Russia from these four countries were largely
^urtteeiburgers and Bavarians who migrated to these countries during the 
firs t  few years of the rainteanth century when souths stem Germany was the 
European battleground.
O
The Catholic colony of Xrssns*- was settled by migrants from Prussia 
and Poland who moved to these countries in 1800 from Bavaria upon the 
invitation of the King of Prussia, and later in 1S14 when Napoleon marched 
to Moscow across Prussia and Poland, they again moved, this time to their 
new home in Southern Russia. A study of the reports of these forty-two 
Protestant and twenty-three Catholic colonies reveals that not only the 
majority of their inhabitants were originally from Southwestern Germany 
but practically a l l  the other or minority inhabitants were from Southwestern 
Germany. The Catholic colony of Strassburg^ was founded by Germans more 
than two-thirds of whom came from Alsace and one-fourth from Wurttemburg.
The Protestant colony of Bergdorf^ was founded by th irty -five families 
from Wurttemburg, twenty-one from Alsace, and twelve from miscellaneous 
towns, a l l  of which are located in Southwestern Germany. The writer 
heb interviewed several Gemen-Sussians now liv ing in North -Cabota who told 
him that; their forefathers migrated to Poland from Southwestern Germany 
in the early part of the nintsenth century and la te r to Russia.
2 ------------------------------------------------------------------Malinowsky, op. c it .,  p. 33
^Brendel, op. c it . ,  p.lA  
idebrandt, op. c it . ,  p. 66
1 i*
1 1
Sistori cal Background
On Christmas: Day in the Tear S00 A. D ,, the Pope croioned 
Charlemagne King of the Holy Homan Sapire. Success teemed with Charle­
magne following this coronation, During his reign, he gained control of 
most of Western and Central Hurope. Possibly to maintain peace among 
his sons and preserve the Sspire for his progeny, each out of bis three 
sons was given a part o f it by the Treaty of Verdun made in 843* Charres, 
the Bald, received the Western part which now roughly comprises Fronce; 
Louis, the Genian, received the Astern  part which now roughly comprises 
Germany; snd Lctixsire, the oldest son and successor to the throne, received
the Middle part between nucleous France and Germany which extended serose 
the European continent from the North Sea to the Middle o f the Italian  
Peninsula, and which contained Alsace and Lorraine. The work "Lorraine" 
is  derived from the name o f  Sing Lothsire. Through this division of his 
iiapire, Charlemagne created the "Middle Kingdom" which has been the 
cause o f dispute between France and Germany ever since. Alsace-Lorraine 
and the neighboring provinces in Germany have been the scenes of these 
disputes. I t  i3  from th is  contested area in the Middle kingdom that the 
fore fathers o f  the German-Pussians came. Their migration was started by 
zhe unrest and insecurity due to the wars between France and Germany for 
rhe ownership o f tu is  land. The following excerpt from a b*ook^  on 
A1dace-Lcrraine mokes c lear the tribulations these people experienced:
"By creating the ’Middle Kingdom* Charlemagne le ft  
uncertain the boumdries between France and Germany after the 
disappearance of tne *£Iddle Kingdom*. This uncertain!ty
led to warts between the two countries. These wars
5. -
Putnam, Hath, Alsace and Lorraine, From Caeser to Kaiser,
5 ¥J -
brought hardships to the people inhabiting the disputed 
areas. They were a harassed people. Undoubtedly they were 
hindered in their economic, social and cultural progress.
One city in this area was captured and recaptured by opposing 
forces eleven times during one of these wars. The sons of 
these people were often drafted to fight in these •wars, and 
a ll the people were forced to contribute to the war chests*.
It appears that religious disputes created unrest in Wurttemburg. This
section was the center of reformation. Strssburg, in Alsace, is  mentioned
in histories as having had strong Protestent and Cetholic factions. I t
is  lik e ly  that religious persecution contributed to the migration of
people from this area to Russia.
The Russian Invitation
It  is  not purely the unrest and insecurity due to wars and religious 
differences that caused the migration of people from Alsace, Baden, 
Bevaria, end *urttemburg to Russia. There was a pulling as well as a 
pushing force. There were external as well as internal causes. The 
sxternal cause was the attractive invitation extended by the Russian 
government to Germans to migrate to Russia and the active promotion of 
migration carried on by Russian agents in Germany.
There is an account of a Russian agent name Ziegler^appearing in 
Ulm, *urttemburg, in the year 1803, diverting German migrants to Russia 
who had planned on moving to Hungary.
According to Ae.tem Siropean standards, Russia had always been a 
backward country. Up to the time of Peter the Great she was satisfied  
with that state of e f ft ir s . Previous to the reign of Pater the Great, 
Russia*s eyes were turned to the Oriental Bast. Airing his reign she was
^Malinowsky, op. c it ., p. 29
tI
1
to make an about-face. It was his ambition to Europeanise Russia. To aid UM
I
in his program of Europeanization be needed people from countries in 
Western Europe. When he died in 1725 the task of Europeanization was 
well started, and among the foreigners who helped his were many Germans 
in technical and professional stations. The Russians had an opportunity
n
to know and appreciate the ab ility  of the Germans.
The program of Europeanization of Russia was resumed by Catherine I I  
who ascended the Russian throne in 1762. The seven Tsars between her 
reign and that of Peter the Great, with the exception of one, were in­
different to Europeanization of Russia, though the sp irit and objectives 
of Peter the Great were kept alive by the Western European advisors whom 
Peter the Gr at had in the Russian Court and who had so firmly established 
themselves that they became part of the Russian Court. Catherine I I  
being German by birth and training knew the superiority of the Germans 
over her native Russian subjects in agricultural and industrial a b ilit ie s  
and cultural development- She was especially anxious to develop the 
agricultural possib ilities of her Enpire. One of the f ir s t  acts of her 
reign was to issue an invitation to a ll  Europeans except Jews to settle  
in Russia. The response to her f ir s t  invitation in 1762 was meager, due
to its  indefiniteness and the unstable a ffa irs  in Western Europe where the
8Seven-Years War was in progress, she issued her Famous Second Manifesto 
which made the following specific guarantees to the immigrants:
gHans VonEckerdt, Bussi e
^Joachim, S., Toward an Understanding of the Russia 
Germans, pp. 4 
Brendei, op. c it ., pp. 9~10
1±  o
1. Religious liberty
2. Exemption 1'rotr taxation for a period of ten years 
3- Exemption from military service
u» Cash grants to each colonist family to be repaid in trenty
years
5. Equality with native Russians
6. Exemption from payment of duty on imports by colonists in the 
amount of 300 Roubles per feasily in addition to the movable 
property of each fam ily
7. Permission to professional people and laborers to join
gu ilds and unions
8. Grants of sixty I-eszjatins^® of land to each colonist family, 
tax ex.empt for ten years and only nominal taxes thereafter
9« Permission to rexura to the Fatherland sfter payment of a l l  
debt s due the Russian government and real estate taxes for a 
period of five years
The provisions of the Second Manifesto beckoned invitingly to the
Germans whose security in tneir homeland had been threatened or destroyed
# — ■
by the Seven Years Aar. That war having ended in 1763 they were in a better 
position  to immigrate. Before 1770, f i f t y  thousand Germans had moved to 
Russia, mostly to the Loser *olga region. They were effective in 
developing the backward Russian agriculture. The Russian agents were 
esp ec ia lly  active m  Germany and within e few years they had persuaded 
enough Germans to migrate to Russia to form lo l  colonies on both sides 
o f the Volga. The f i r s t  German colony on Russian soil was established on 
the Volga in 1761. By 1914, there were 192 German colonies in Russia^-.
Unit of land, approximately 2£ acres 
^Joachim, op. c it . ,  pp. 4**5
The German migration into Russia started on a wholesale scale by 
Catherine I I ,  was continued by her successor, Alexander I ,  who 
ascended the throne in 1801, though for different reasons. The many 
wars Russia waged on Turkey fin a lly  brought her success. Between 1788 
and 1790 the Russians captured a ll  the Turkish strongholds around the 
Black and Asov Seas. As a result 'Turkey was forced to cede to Russia 
a ll  the territory from Astrakhan to the Dnieper River. This cession was 
confirmed by the Treaty of Jassy in 1792. The ceded territory was 
inhabited by Tartars who refused to submit to their conquerors, the 
Russians. The Russian government evolved the plan of settling their 
newly acquired territory with foreign eople who would act as a buffer 
between the Ruesiens and the Tartars, and at the same time bring c iv i li ­
zation to the people in that territory. At firs t  people from the Balkan 
countries were moved in but they were unsatisfactory because they 
could return too easily to their fo r  ■>r  hemes and their civilization was 
of such a low, order that it was not a desirable example for the Tartars.
The Russian government o ffic ia ls  recalled the success of the Lower 
Volga colonization by German colonists who came in response to 
Catherine II* s  Second Manifesto. They concluded that what the newly 
acquired territory needed was German colonists. However, there was this 
d ifference in the two colonization senemes. Whereas che firs t  Genian 
co lon ists went to the Lower Volga, an area that was at that time un­
inhabited, those that were to go to the Black Sea area were going to land 
that was already inhabited- It  was to tame and c iv ilize  these inhabitants
that Alexander I  invited mors German colonists.
Th.6 Russians had learned much in their three decades of colonize** 
tion. With the firs t  colonists to the Lower Volga came many untrained, 
poverty-stricken, sick and old people, and a fa ir  shere of adventurers 
who were unable to establish themselves, and who, consequently, became 
a burden upon the Russian government. To avoid the error of the Volga 
colonization, the Russian government invited only a limited and a 
selected number of Germans for their Black Seas territory. Accordingly, 
Alexander I issued an Imperial Decree instructing his consuls and 
ambassadors in Germany to invite a select group for the Black Sea colonies. 
Only married couples with children and means, well-trained in farming, 
gardening and vineyard culture, as well as a few people with trade,; were 
to be selected. Slot more than 200 families were to be sent in one year.
No cash loans were to be premised to the colonists, however, their transr i
portation could be paid with Russian funds. Following Alexander’ s 
Decree the Russian agents in Germany beesme active. Since Napoleon’ s 
troops had overrun the greater part of Germany, and these troops had to 
be housed and fed by the Germans, the work of the Russian agents in 
promoting migration to the Black Sea area was not d ifficu lt . The 
provinces of Baden, Bavaria, ilurttambuxg and Alsace being closest to 
France suffered most. Their people were especially anxious to find more 
secure homes. The invitation to move to Southern Russia was welcorned by 
many. The coincidence of war in Southwestern Germany and Alexander’ s 
invitation to Germans to settle the Black Sea area explains the pre-
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CHAPES* 2
CHARACTERISTICS 0? THE 058105 MI CHAM'S TO RUSSIA.
Economic
The German migrants to Russia were with few exceptions poor people. 
Tnile there is a record of several of the colonies having cash in their tree* 
euries two or three years after their establishment, there is  also a record
of casr. advances made to them by the Hnssian government. Tor instance, the
.1.colony of Bergdorf'in Cherson founded in 1809 by sixty-eight Gerasn families 
mostly from ?!h.rttemburg and Alsace, received a loan of 60,484 roubles for 
liv ing expenses, building new homes, and seed, while they themselves brought 
with them only 3,000 roubles. Most of the colonies received loans from the 
Hnssian government which apparently were slowly repaid. This is  true of those
colonies established following the Decree of Alexander I. Colonies establish-
i
ed in the third and fourth decades of the nineteenth century by sons and 
dau^iters of the earlier colonists appear to have received no government aid.
• • ■ • I..
The very fact that these colonists le ft  their Fatherland to make new hones on
the Steppes of Eussia argues that they were poor people who moved elsewhere 1
io seek their fortune. With few exceptions they were land-hungry peasants
who owned no more than a uair of beasts, a few farm inplements and tools, and
’
a l i t t le  cash money realized from the sale o f such items that they could not 
take with them. Their objective was to obtain land of their own upon which 
they could live in peace and security. Land meant more to them than money or
I
other forms of wealth. Coming from the war-torn section in Southwestern 
Germany, they were used to seeing their property destroyed or siesed. Land
George Liebrondt, Die d»utschen Kolonien in
Cherson und Bessarabien, p. 65
in
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cotild not ‘be dec craved, sr.d i f  it  were located awap- from war zones, it  would
1’e the most desirable prop ;rty to own. Biese colonists measured wealth in
acres of land rather than in number of dollars. A man that owned land was
wealthy. No inquiry was made about his bank account. This characteristic
they brought with them to North Dakota. It  explains their flocking to the
farms. Slghty-four per cent of the German-Bus si ana in North Dakota live in
2
rural areas, and seventy-one per cent o f them actually live on farms. It  is  
evident that they came tc North Dakota in search of l&Dd. They migrated to
Buss?a fo r the same reason.
Ndccation
Not onlv were the German migrants to Russia poor economically, they were j 
also poor educationally. Most of them were peasant farmers whose chief task
was to provide the necessities of l i fe .  They lived during a time of great
• , 1 ..
disturbances and at a place where peasants had few opportunities to become 
educated and cultured. I t  is states that of the thousands of Germans who 
migrated to the Lower Volga, only about one thousand of them were business 
and professional people and men with trades. !Bie others were farmers and un­
trained laborers. Most of them were i llite ra te . It appears that many colon­
ies had d ifficu lty  in finding enough literate  men to f i l l  the few local v i l ­
lage o ffices. Certainly they had d ifficu lty  in obtaining a sufficient number 
of pastors and teachers. Illite racy  was of course more prevalent at that 
tine in a ll  communities. It appear?1., however, that these people were below 
the average in literacy even fo r  their time.
During the f ir s t  years of the Volga settlements, the colonists were not
^L5th Census of the United States, 1930, Population 
Bulletin, Second Series, North Dakota, p. 12
....
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permitted to establish schools. OSteir f irs t  generation grew up almost i l l i t ­
erate. The Black Sea colonies were permitted to have schools from the start. 
In time schools were established in a l l  the colonies, chiefly by the colonists 
themselves fo r the Russian government did not encourage education in  the sense 
that the American government does. Some of the Russian Tsars were opposed to 
education of the masses on e ground that it  would create discontent. The 
colonists* neighbors, the native Russians, had no schools in their villages.
In such an atmosphere and under such a government policy, the colonists* edu­
cation development was slow.
However weak, the German colonists did have a desire for education, and 
as soon as they were permitted and able to, they established schools in their
<
v illages. It son ears that the Protestant colonists were more desirous of edu- j
I
eating their children than were the Catholic. In time, however, even the
I
most unenlightened colonies had schools of a kind. The f ir s t  schools were 
often the spare rooms or parlors of private dwellings. Later separate build­
ings of one or two rooms were erected. Only the younger children attended 
school and it  existed chiefly fo r  them. The subjects tangfct were reading,
writing, arithmetic and religion, with the emphasis on religion. They have
3
been called the flFour R* s’*. , German was the medium of instruction without* {
exception. * Thus mrny of the colonists learned to read and write German in  
an elementary manner. This preserved their language. Baring the f ir s t  years 
the Russian government did not attempt to force the colonists to use the 
Russian language in their schools. Biis accounts for the fact that despite
S. Joachim, Toward an Understanding of Russia
Germans, p. 6
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the generations they lived in Russia, few o f then can speak the Russian lan­
guage. The schools they attended in Russia were German schools. r i
There few children of the colonists who finished the elementary schools 
in their villages could go on into the government supported schools where 
both the German and Russian languages were used as mediums of instruction.
The few that continued their education learned the Russian language.
The colonists’ schools were o f the most elementary kind. The equipment
» -
was meager; the term short — usually three or four months during the winter; 
and the teachers were poorly trained, i f  at a ll . More often farmers, jachs- 
of-a ll-trades, or the v illage organists were the teachers. Discipline was 
severe. The rod was not spared. A pupil who received a whipping in school 
often received another at hone. In some instances the v illage  pastor super­
vised the instruction, especially the religious part of i t .  Few Catholic
4
priests showed interest in education. The teaching methods made l i t t le  ap­
peal tc the children. They hsd to learn the hard way. There is  no evidence 
of compulsory attendance laws. Under the circumstance- the attendance was 
irregular, and the pupils dropped out of school at the earliest opportunity. 
Only th9 exceptionally capable pupils finished the v illage  elementary schools, 
and few o f these entered hi^ier schools. Coupled with uninviting schools was 
the colonists’ need of the help o f their sons and daughters on the land. They 
were practically  a l l  farmers, farming with poor equipment which made it  neces­
sary fo r  the children of school age to help on the farms.
The colon! stfe miserliness and indifference was no less a factor in their 
educational and cultural bae’ewardness. They were interested in acquiring
‘Johannes 3rendel, Aue deatschen Kolonien im
Xutschurganer Oebiet, p. 49
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land and farming that land. In their estimation, g ir l*  had no use for an 
education, and a l l  able-bodied hoy* were to work the land for which they 
did not need an education. The physically weak they sent to school hecaase 
they were unable to sake a liv ing on the land. Such were trained fo r white- 
co lla r jobs. In general, white-collar workers were despised. The Catholic 
colonists, as most Catholics, associated education closely with religion, 
and unless they could send their children to Catholic parochial schools, 
they were not interested.
5
As interesting account showing what l i t t le  use the colonists had fo r  
schools has been preserved for us. The Has si an o ffic ia ls  decided to estab­
lish  a high school in one of the Catholic German colonies. To that end they 
loaded the school equipment on a vehicle and ordered the driver to hsal it  
to one of the larger colonies in the district in which the high school was 
to be established. Upon its a rriva l, the local mayor after due deliberation 
refused to accent it ,  fearing that the establishment of a high school in 
his v illage would become a financial burden. He sent the driver with his 
equipment on to the next village where it received a similar reception. It  
was fin a lly  unloaded in the last v illage o f the district where the high- 
school was established only to be closed within two years fo r  lack of local 
support.
In 1892 the Hussian government established public schools in the German 
colonies fo r  which it hired the teachers, mostly Russians, and provided 
go verament supervision. Their cost, however, had to be born by the colo­
nists. The use of the Russian language as a medium of instruction except
^Brerdel, op. c it. p. 52
lo r religions instruction became mandatory, and no school could use sore than 
one-third of the school time fo r religious instructions. The colonists were 
di satisfied  with this attenart to Hussianise their schools. However, it  did 
not affect the German-Hu. so Ians in Horth jDakota now since most o f then le ft  
Hussia for the United States about that time.
Their background, the hardships encountered in their new Hussian hoaes, 
their miserliness, indifference, ana land-hunger caused the colonistc to ne­
glect education. According to documents of 1811 for six of the colonies in 
the Slack Sea area, only eleven to thirty-one per cent of the colonists made 
their signatures in w riting. The other sixty-nine to eighty-nine per cent 
indicated their signatures by making crosses. I t  can hardly be said that 
people who can «-rite their names are literate . On the other hand people who 
cannot write their names are certainly illite ra te . It  would seem that at 
least seventy to ninety per cent of the colonists were illite ra te  when they 
moved to Pussia. Heading of the available literature on this subject leaves 
the impression that they did not improve their literacy such in the following 
century.
Culture
Culture can hardly flourish without education.
In this respect the German colonists were Just as retarded as they were 
educationally. There is not evidence of any o f them becoming artists, nusi- 
cians, writers, inventors, scholars or business or professional people of 
note. A few became pastors, teachers, minor government o ffic ia ls  and business­
men. This is true o f those who migrated to Hussia and lived there during the 
nineteenth century. There is evidence, however, that some of their sons who 
became of age at the turn of the present century became more versatile and
entered fie lds other than agriculture. A few "became noted students, writers, 
church leaders, and "businessmen. Several of the writers listed in the b ib lio ­
graphy of this study are sons of German colonists. Their daughters1 accom­
plishments outside of housework appear to "be n il. Sie overwhelming majority
:
of Sernan-Eussians can "be classified as unaccosolished, uncultured, and unedn-
■ I
cated. They have no art. Their ausic and literature are simple and stereo— 
typed. Songs sung and ausic clayed in Alsace, Baden, and Bavaria in 1800 are 
s t i l l  being sung and played by the great, great grandchildren of those pioneer 
migrants to Eissia. Stories and jokes that entertained and asmsed their great, 
great grandparents in those German provinces over a century ago are s t i l l  be-
i .
ing told and read by their descendents in Horth Dakota today. The prayers 
that consoled the Wurttemburgers in 1800 are s t i l l  being prayed by their de­
scendents in Uorth Dakota.
•v. • .
The Germaa-Eussian people are not only different; they are both backward 
and different. They are accused c f being ill-mannered, unrefined, non-ccnfora- 
ing, cruel and unsanitary, To some of these accusations and to a certain de- 
gree they oust plead guilty. A few years ago the writer heard a University 
instructor make a statement during the course of his address to the effect 
that the German-Russians are d ifficu lt  to assimilate and to Americanize. Hot 
long ago a hi^i school instructor who teaches in a city in which live  many 
German-Bus8Ians stated tnat the German-Russians are the most d ifficu lt people 
to deal with o f any foreign group he knew, and further, that their hones are 
among the most undesirable in that city. It has been reported many times that 
finding teachers fo r schools in German-Hussian coramemitieB is a d ifficu lt task,
' iV ■ i
and that only such teachers go there who cannot find positions in other com­
munities.
The Geraan-Russian people are c*v led Russians with a Tendance. They 
are backward and have undesirable ways, habits and behaviors which appear 
offensive to other people, but which are not meant to offend. They ore non­
conformists because they have been trained to he that, because it  is  their 
tradition, and simply because they have not had the opportunity to learn to 
know hatter. Among the undesirable traits of the Germaa-Rnssians say he 
mentioned the following; Sneaking their own language among others who cannot *
understand it ; boisterousness; wearing odd clothes; excessive drinking; dis­
courtesy; lack of proper respect fo r  women and children, and quarrelsomeness. 
These are sins and shortcomings of a l l  ueonle. The Geraan-Russian has them
to a greater degree. On the credit side for them may he listed  friendliness,
.
kindliness, industry, th rift and fairness. Ciey are religious, they are a l ­
ways friendly to visitors and whatever is  at hand w ill he shared with them. 
They are hospitable. On the other hand, they are sceptical and suspicious. 
Anyone who is  accepted w ill  he treated well. In a l l  these things the Geraan- 
Russians are not had hut they are not as good as their neighbor* o f other 
nationalities.
The German-Russians lack vision, knowledge, ardpolish. This is not 
strange considering their background. In Russia they were in a strange 
country among people speaking a strange language. Die to their illite racy  
and inab ility  to use the Russian language, they were often the victims of 
shysters. In Russia at that time the "buyer beware" theory was in effect. 
Despite caution they were often cheated. In time they mistrusted everybody.
As peasant farmers they lacked the necessary contacts to receive polish.
Their interests took then away from those things that make for culture and
refinement
i • k ;
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Thflre are other reasons fo r their lacSc of culture and refinement but 
probably none no re valid than errrironnent. The colonists settled aaong 
people who were much fdrther down on the scale of culture than they. The 
native Russians with whoa they f ir s t  cana into contact were seal-civilized
uorsads fron Teton l i t t le  that was up lifting could be learned. Across the■
boarders in the Balkan countries and Turkey lived people who were farther 
down the scale of civilisation  than the people of Testers Europe. Contact 
with them had an equally demoralizing effect. It  was inevitable that their 
own level of culture and refinement should be lowered, fo r these new neigh­
bors were adept at drinking, cheating, and fighting which could be nothing
/ S-
but bad examples for sons of ihe colonists, sad which they learned to con- 
done and imitate. To make matters worse, they lost a l l  contacts with their
i
homeland. The distance between the old and new hones ware so great for 
those days that few mads the trip more than once. Being poor and illite ra te  
they could not keep in touch, with the friends they had le ft  in their former 
homes. They did not have the tine, money or ab ility  to buy and read books
and neweoaoers. In a short tiiae they were forgotten by their Fatherland. 
•Those iron Alsace lost contact with their former hoses i r  a short tine.
Alsace belonged to Prance while the colonists spoke and were German. Those 
that migrated to Poland ana Eungary f ir s t ,  and later to Russia, had even 
greater d ifficu lty  in keeping in contact with their Fatherland. It  is the 
age old story of two peoplecr different levels of civilization and culture 
meeting and becoming more alike, the one ascending and the other descending. 
What the colonists contributed to Russia is  ably expressed in the following
paragraphs taken from a history on Russia. 
6
Eans YonEcfcardt, Russia, pp. 36-87
"One of the f ir s t  measures taken "by the German Tsari tea (Catherine I I )  
▼as to issue a manifesto ir which, in imitation of Peter the Great’ s example, 
foreigners were exhorted to settle in Sussia. In this connection she had in 
view chiefly German colonists, to whom she looked fo r model agricultural 
methods, as well as fo r reclamation of waste lands. The Tsarltsa granted 
the colonists various privileges, rights and liberties , guaranteeing them 
maintenance allowances, advances free of interest for ten years, and sixty 
Desystins of land each as a hereditary possession forever. Moreover, pro­
visions were afterwards made fo r  the appointment of physicians, pastors, and 
apothecaries for their special "benefit, as well as fo r the "building o f 
churches. The Sussian appeal was circulated "broadcast in Germany and set 
with a ready response. The emigration which shortly afterwards ensued as­
sumed such proportions that certain of the German government issued severe 
edicts prohibiting it .
Before the year 1770 some f i f t y  thousand German peasants had been se ttl­
ed by Catherine on both "banks of the Tolga, in the provinces of Saratov and 
Samara. A few o f these colonists were unable to endure the primitive condi­
tions of Bussia and soon returned home; but by fa r  the greater number fu l­
f i l le d  the Ifapr 'ss’ expectations by settling down and forming the parent stcrie 
of the German colonising element which has been so extraordinarily helpful 
to Btissian agriculture. In a comparatively short tine oases of fe r t il ity  
sprang up along the banks of the Volga, and afterwards in many other provinc­
es with amazing well-kept gardens aid settlements in which a strong race grew 
up. The German colonists held aloof from the surrounding population of 2us- 
sians and Tartars and were averse from mingling with them, "but played an 
exemplary part as farmers and pioneers of civilization . from these colo­
nists were ultimately derived hundreds of thousands of German art Asians, 
builders, owners of small businesses, apothecaries, and schoolmasters who 
became scattered about the whole country and helped on the process of Europ­
eanization. They supplied the numerous o ffic ia ls  of the Tsarist’ s admini­
stration, whose Innate sense o f duty kept the machinery of government going, 
and created those principles o f order which were always to be found in the 
Russian Sroire in spite of a l l  the darker features of the Tsarist’ s regime, 8
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LIFE IS HUSSU 
TFZ !TSTT HOME
Tb.e attractiveness of the Xissian stances reserved for the Geras®, colo­
rists was enhanced and proclaimed by the lizssian agents in Germany. They
promised sew hones on rich soil si tasted in a pleasant countryside which had
a t erne rate climate with self i cl ent rain fa ll. Whole villages of horses equip­
ped with tools and machinery and farm animals were said to he awaiting the
colorists, and the I&issian govemaent world advance the money for transporta­
tion and living expenses until they were self-sustaining, the agents promised.
WV at the colonists most often found at their destination were a few nosad t
huts or no habitations at a ll  on treeless, semi-arid, sandy, alkali or swaapy 
plain which appealed lit t le  to these Germane ifco had cone frosa wooded areas
with ancle rain fall.
x
The Volga colonists'were especially disheartened upon arriving at their 
new hones. Their land was bare, and, for the aort part, poor. Few trees 
grew on their windswept steppes. The rain fa ll was too meager fo r successive
fa ir  crops. No houses were awaiting then. As a result they were often
ti
lodged with native Sussiann whose huts swaraod with vermin. Others lived in 
hastily constructed huts. A ll liv ing quarters were small, cold and leaky.
Their allowence for food was reduced on their journey. Grafting O fficials,
spoilage, and d ifficu lties in transportation reduced it s t i l l  further. Inade­
quate food and housing brcugfct many a colonist to an early grave. Disease 
epidemics flourished and they often wiped out a large share of a colony’ s in­
habitants. Re Volga colonists soon learned that l i fe  in their new homes
would be a hardship and a challenge. In*teed of going to Sassia to cultivate
L“S. JoacMa, Toward an Understanding of the 
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the steppes they learned that they had "been enticed there to reclaim lowland* 
along the Volga and hold the Tartars in ehed: who were living nearly and who
wen Id occasionally 3 to op down roos then to plunder t’ie ir  villages acd sake
captive their inhabitants, Their situation was net unlike that o f the la e r i-  ■ 
can pioneers -ho lived at the fronteers before the Indians had been brou^it 
under control. There is  evidence that entire Seroan villages had been rated 
by the Tartars, their inhabitants killed or captured and sold into Siberian 
slavery. As in tne case the 31ack Sea colonies, the Volga colonists serv­
ed as a buffer between Russian* and Tartars,
In comparison, the colonists who settled in the Black Sea area suffered 
fewer hardships. In the firs t  place they did not hare to travel as great 
a distance as those who settled on the Volga. Then, too, the clisate around 
the Black Sea is milder and the rain fall heavier. The land is better. Other* 
wise it presented the sane aonotonous and bare view. Vhen the Black Sea 
colonists first  arrived they found on their designated lands only hats sobs 
of which were the hones of Greek herders who were grazing their herds on the 
land which was to become the colonists* hones. Many of the colonists trotted 
implicitly the Eassiar. agents who persuaded then to move to Russia. Most
of them left their German hones without leaders, and they, thers®elves, had 
too li t t le  knowledge of the world in general and geography in particular to 
safeguard their own interests. They were dependent upon the Hus si an govern­
ment and its o ffic ia ls who were working in the interest of Bussia f irs t  and 
in that of the colonists' last, under these circumstances it  is  not sur­
prising that they were deceived. Being illite ra te . Ignorant, and unfarriliar 
with the Russian language, they were at a disadvantage. The Sussiaa o ffi­
cials often took advantage of their helplessness. The homes which aany of
• r»
the colonists were led to believe awaited them, did cot exist; they had io "be 
built f ir s t . That was difficu lt in a treeless country where ever stone* were 
scarce. Though faring better than the Volga colonists, the Black Sea colonists 
nevertheless liv«*d through .great hardships, and aaay of theta, too, did not sni*>
rive.
It is doubtful i f  the colonists had any conception of the nature of the
country that they were going to inhabit. It is  doubtful I f  they had any coa- 
ce-tion of the differences in climate and rain fall at the different localities. 
Their homes in Germany being situated in an area with a sdld climate and su ffi- 1
elect ra in fa ll, and consequently bountiful crops, forests and orchards, they 
oictured their new hones in the same setting. I t  is  unlikely that they knev 
that the rain fall in their new hones was less than in the old. and tfca clinage 
acre severe. !Piey were ignorant o f these facts and had to go through a long 
period of re adjust ®ent before they led successful lives in Bussia.
Although the government appointed o ffic ia ls  for the colonies a ll  to often 
nade themselves wealthy through graft at the expenses of the colonists, the 
government itse lf appears never to have failed in bringing re lie f to the needy 
colonists. Tfcen the crons failed and the colonists were in need of food, feed, 
and seed, they appealed to the &tsslan government for help, and in aost in­
stances received the necessities which tided then over until the next crop was 
harvested. There are records o f numerous instances where the government cause
to the rescue of the colonists with food, feed, seed and fare aniaals and
2
equipment. Practically a ll  the reports available on the different colonies
2 *Georg Liebrandt, Die deutschen Xolonien in Cherson und Bessara­
bian, pp. 1-197
J.U. Malinovsky, Die deutschen katolischen Kolonlen aa Sehwar*ec
M^er, pp. 1-26
Johann«s Brendel, Aur deutschen Eolonien in Kutschurganer
Geblet, rp. 3—20
meatier receipt of re lie f Trrga. the Fussian government is  one fora or another. 
The instances wfceL the colonists needod help were mmieraus. ftrrirg their 
first few years the colonists raised practically no crops. The soil was hard 
tnci matted which made it difficu lt to break. Their machinery was poor and 
their power inadequate, heed was often lacking, end the matter unfavorable.
It i- 3s,fe to Si.y that only one year out of three produced aa average crop, 
and os- year in each five was a total failure. At firs t  they were too un­
familiar with the land on their new farms to raise successful erops. It  took 
thest many years i»o bacons self-sustaining. Despite a ll obstacles, their fsra- 
ing became profitable in time. They not only repaid a ll  the loans sade then 
by the Fustian government but in many instances bought the land around their 
villager. The records show that several of the colonists doubled their land 
holdings through purchase of lend nearby.
In 1806, the colonists of Selz-3 received 6265 deszjatins of land fro® the 
Fusel an government. 3y 1908 they had purchased an additional 1890 deszjatins. 
The colony of Strassburg^ likewise received at its founding in 1SCS, 3669 
deszjatins to which it  added hv purchase an additional JQQL dessj&tins. These 
lends wart purchased free. Russian noblemen and small holders; it  was bitterly  
reaented by the native xhissi&as who lacked the thrift, industry, and acquisi- 
tiveness of the colonists. Inability to buy sore land lad many of the colonists 
to migrate to foreign countries, chiefly to the United States, but also to 
South America and Siberia.
Vegetation
Kzcept for tne grass Governing the steppes and the rank growth of reads 
along the banka of the rivers, streams and marshland, the vegetation on the
''Johannes Bread e l , Acs deutschea Ko  Ionian is  Katschcrearer
S e b le t . p. 15*
AIb ld .t p. 17.
land assigned the colonists was meager. Blooming flowers darlar the sp-riag, r 
son© brash, and an occaulnal grov« or trees are reported to hare been found 
cn the steopes upon the arri val of the colonists. The latter, trees and brush, 
were a ll too scarce, and their scarcity was a serious drawback for the colo­
nists.
'The land settled by the colonists did not remain bare and treeless plains. 
She colonists were from sections in Germany where forests and orchards abounded. 
Many were capable orchard! r % and foresters; a l l  had an inborn lore fo r  trees.
She Russian government saw the desirability o f wooded steooee and Russian grown
.
fruits. It accordingly enbarked upon a program of forestation sad fru it rais­
ing. It  made the planting of trees, both fruit and others, compulsory for the 
colonists, at least in the 31ack Sea colonies. In pro acting aigration to 
Rissia, the Russian agents were to select German orchardists. flth  seed and 
seedlings furnished by the Russian government, the energetic and capable colo­
nists soon transformed their bare hones into wooded areas and orchards.
Droughts and hard eubsoil often made their task a difficu lt one. Many of the 
groves died before they were useful or able to bear fru it. A few of the colo­
nies were unable to grow trees. Others were favorably situated for tree cul­
ture. The river banks were often sandy. The climate around the Black Sea is  
alld and has a moderate amount of ra in fa ll. There the colonists took- fu ll ad- j 
vantage of their opportunity. By the middle of the nineteenth century most 
of the Black Sea colonies had fruit-bearing trees and village foreete. By the 
close of that century fru it raising was dons on a commercial scale in many of 
the colonies. Most of the colonies listed orchards, shrubs, and forests m  
part of their assets. Thr trees and shrubs most often mentioned are the ela, 
willow, oak, ash, acacia or locust, and mulberry. The most common fruit trees
o o
*■**'■« the sople, pear. cherr-, peach, plum and. apricot. The colonists snde 
special efforts to derelop vineyards and were successful Is producing grape* 
of sany varieties.
Cue of the o ffic ia ls  and overseers of the colonies is  the 3lack Sea area
5
was Count vonHichelieu.'au Alascisn frenchman, who was ap o lit ica l spile daring 
Bacjcleon* s reign. In 1315 after Tapoleon’ s fin a l defeat, Sickellem retamed 
to Trance from whence he sent the colonists four mounds of acacia seed with
T
instruction on their culture. This was the beginning of the millions of acacia
trees beautifying the colonies to this day.
5R e chief f-*m crops cf the colonists were practically the ease as those
raised in 5orth Dakota, ^heat, oats, and barley were the chief crops. Com, 
rye, potatoes, and vegetables of a l l  kinds were also raised in abundance. 
Winter wheat, flax, and tobacco were also raised. The latter was raised at 
first  for hone consumption. In tine It became a marketable crop.
Stockraislng
Re fare animals found on the colonists1 farms were the same as those 
found on Sortfc Dakota farms today, though not in the saae number and propor­
tion. In mo3t of the yards the horses outnumbered any other one kind of farm 
animal. I f  the horses were not greatest in nmaber, they certainly ranked 
highest in importance a®oag the farm animals. R is  was due to their useful­
ness in the new country where draft power to turn the virgin soil and prepare 
it for the seed was of the utmost importance. Then, too, horses were the aost
"Drendel, op. c it . . p. 29 
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efficient means of oonveyar.ee. The colonists had a great pride ia  their horses. 
They loved them and tried their "best to keep them in good condition, i t  firs t  
aany of the colonists had to use oxen for draft purposes, hut as soon as they 
vere able to, they replaced the oxen with horses, i  good teas of horses was
g
the talk o f the village. Horses were guarded, fed, and grooaed with the great­
est .tare. Many of the younger sen spent hours of their spare tia* with their 
horses. Men often slept in hams to protect their horses froa thieves.
In contrast, the colonists showed lit t le  interest in cattle. Xach fasrily 
exerted it s e lf  to become the owner o f a cow or two fo r the purpose of obtaining 
dairy products for household use. It  appears that there was no demand in their 
villages fo r dairy products, and the colonists were not inclined to go into the 
dairy business with the object of selling or preserving dairy products. There 
is no evidence th 't they appreciated the health and food value of s ilk . It  
appears that they used it as food when available, and when not available, they 
got along without, apparently not missing it. There are records of colonists 
saving their butter for the ssarket. On the whole, however, l i t t le  income was 
derived from dairying. Proa observation of their descendants in Forth Dakota 
at the present tine, it car be said that they s t i l l  regard dairying as unim­
portant both with regards to furnishing food fo r the family table and family 
income. Undoubtedly their apathy to dairying was due to the difficu lty of 
keeping the dairy products during the long stunner months and the lade of markets. 
It is likely that they h®d lit t le  opportunity to learn dairying in their former 
homes. They knew lit t le  about cheese-making. However, each village had a
8.Brendel, op. cit. pp. 63-65
siseable h-rd of cattle owr.ed "by the different families. They were tended on 
the Tillage-owned pasture by the Ti' tage herder. Since e ll  the cattle o f the
▼Hinge -.-ere kept on t~e conaon pasture, spidesic disease*, once started,
wcnld spread rapidly orer the entire Tillage herd. A ll reports os. the colo­
nies sent ion cattle epidenice, several occuring in each colony in a quarter of 
a century. It was not uncomoc for a Tillage to lose crrer half of its  herd
hiring one of these epidemics.
Chickens, geese, ducks, pice and sheep were the other sniaals and poultry 
found in the colonists* yards. The chief source of seat was hogs* neat which 
was pickled in a salt trine and sacked which oreserred it  for the greater part 
of the year. Sheep were raised, in a one of the colonies, "both for the narket 
and for wool for the hone, for clothing was s t i l l  wade in the hones,
Kedi cation. Sanitation &ad Health
Probably no other factor caused as nsrch suffering and sorrow saong the 
colonists as did distases which usually attained toideedc proportions in a 
short tins. Their c ir cun stances were such that disease spread rapidly and 
left in its  path m sf dead. Insufficient and poor food and inadequate housing 
inrited disease. Upon their arrirel In Hussia they were often crowded in with 
other families, two or three f.nellies to one dwelling, until their own hoses
were cowpleted. Their own early hones aoreewer \ ere snail and pro Tided ina&e- 
o . ... .. ^
opiate shelter. They often lacked windows and doors, and the roofs were cower­
ed with reed gathered nearby. They were neither water nor weather-proof, and
were d ifficu lt to keep cl-an. Soae dwellings were constructed entirely of
10
reed In an ingenious ssarrer.
9
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Thie the colonists did by clearing an area of reeds to the desired floor space 
of the house, drawing the tops of the surrounding reeds together, and plaster­
ing the entire a ffa ir with clay. Openings cat through the walls would serT* 
as windows and door. As soon as they were able the colonists replaced their
rakeshift houses with larger and aore ccnveuient ones. But the number of 
deaths due to poor housing often reached a large proportion "before the iw- 
orcveuents could "be nade.
To add to the d ifficu lties of the colonists, "building material was scarce. 
Ltrabor was high and d ifficu lt to obtain. Stone was found only in occasional 
places and it had to be transported long distances. Clay and reed were the 
only materials available in abundance. The early houses were nestly o f clsy 
walls and reed decked roofs, later stone and clay houses with, t ile  roof* 
replaced then. As late as 18?0 the back rcoas of the best houses s t i l l  had
earshen or clay floors.
In co-aon with most people of their tine the colonists were ignorant of 
preventative measures with regards to contagious diseases. They had no know­
ledge of the gem theory of disease. To this day the greater part o f their 
descendents in North "hakota take no stock in the gera theory of disease. They 
de not believe that diseases are spread by personal contact, Quarantines are 
hard to enforce in their eosuabilities. They believe that vaccination prevent# 
snail-cox but not that a tiny gern from a smallpox patient can enter the "body 
of a healthy person and infect din with the disease. They do not believe in 
gems. What they cannot see with their eyes, they do not believe regardless 
of what the doctors and scientists say.
Lack of cleanliness also contributed its share to the spred of disease 
spldeaics in the colonies. *kile the average colonist housewife was clean.
If
her cleanliness was a natter of appearance, Jot knowing anything’
about gems and not belle-ring in their existence, she did not clean acre than 
the exposed surface. She knew nothing about sterilisation or pasteurisation. 
Hers was a cleanliness ganged by the senses. Clothes were clean &* long as 
they Inched clean. The length of tine they had been worn between sashing had 
litt le  to do with the tine t'-ey were changed. These practices hare followed 
the 3eman-Huesian heusewive* to Horth Dakota. Conreniences in the colonists* 
hones were entirely lacking.
The diseases that were most ratal to the colonists were cholera, safe 11- 
poz, neaales, and typhus. In the reports, dates 1848, on forty-two celeries
established in the Black Sea area after 1803 are listed the fatal epidemics
occur!ng in the following number o f instances;
Cholera 25
Smallpox 5
Keaslee 6
Tychoid Fever 5
Typhus 5
? iagpe 5
Unssed 1
The reports on four colonies do sot mention epidemics of any kind. Be- 
porte on four oth-r colonies specifically state that no epidemics disturbed 
them. The report on one cclory states that an eo id eric of cholera k illed
11
-ore than half of its inhabitants in one year. In the Tillage of Gnadenthal,
inhabited by twenty-two fan !lies, seventy persons died of cholera daring the
12
19.31. In 1829 the village of JTlostitz lost 365 of its inhabitants due tc an 
epidemic called *pla#ie" (pest). lo  population fignre is given for the year 
1829. In 1850 it was the hone of 134 families. It is doubtful I f  its 1829 
population was above 600. Several colonies lost from a fourth to a half of
1Tiiebrandt, cp. e lt .,  p. 130 
12Ib id ., 191
of their inhabitants during a single epidemic.
Despite the lack of knowledge on the nature and control of communicable 
disaeases, the Russian government had a quarantine program not unlike that of 
our own days. It included reporting the appearance of diseases to the gpvern- 
ment o ffic ia ls , quarantining of homes and villages, guarding roads and houses 
diiring the quarantine, ceasing of travel, huming of infected material-huts, 
beds, clothing — , washing of contaminated objects in vinegar, and fumigation. 
The Russian o ffic ia ls  tried above a l l  to keep people from visiting one another. 
Guards were put on twenty-four hour duty to eliminate intercourse between the 
sick and well and between the different villages. Violation of quarantine 
rules was punishable by fines, imprisonment, and lashes* The government’ s 
task was a d ifficu lt one. The colonists lived in villages and were in daily 
contact with one another. They did not understand nor believe in quarantine, j 
and hence evaded the rules whenever not under observation. The Russian o ff i ­
cials meant well and employed the right methods of keeping the epidemics in 
check, but the colonists did not understand and often brought death to them-
f
selves. Though the rules forbade it , many a colonist made a furtive v isit to
another village where an eoidemic was raging and on his return brought the
' 13
disease to his own village.
Like a l l  professional people, doctors were scarce in the days the Germans
colonized Russia. One doctor had charge of four or five colonies scattered
' I
over a wide area. The roads were poor and transportation slow. A colony con­
sisted of from a hundred to two or three thousand people. Even i f  the doctors 
had had the knowledge, ability, medicine and equipment to bring aid to their
Brendel, op. c it ., pp. 22-2713
patients, it  would have "been impossible to do so. But they did not have the 
knowledge, ability , medicine and equipment to he of much aid to their patients. 
There is no mention of any doctor stopping epidemics though they raged in the 
same village for months. A large number of deaths are reported as due to 
smallpox, measles, and typhus epidemics. It appears that doctors were help­
less to cope with the deaths caused by these common diseases. The Eussian 
doctors were paid by the government. Despite that they charged fees, which 
the colonists resented paying. They were too thrifty or poor. As a result 
most medication was of the home variety done by certain members who had ac­
quired a reputation for being handy in relieving pain. In time such people 
did learn things about the human system and ailments and became helpful. Thus 
there were bonesetters who had never been inside a school or hospital, who 
aade their living by farming or laboring. She colonists had many remedies of
i
their own which were for the most part innocuous but which had acquired such 
a reputation throu^a usage that they became indespensible. Old women picked
■- *: . jj
the herbs, and made these remedies. Some superstition in regards to healing 
Lurked in the hearts of some of the colonists. To this day some of them cure I
j
srysipelas by magic spells. j
Scarce as the doctors were, hospitals were more so. Practically no hos-
I
>itals* fac ilit ie s  wers available to the early colonists. The closest ones
j
?ere located in the larger cities such as Odessa or Kiev, twenty to a hundred jj
idles away from the colonies. During the latter decades of the nineteenth 
jentury small hospitals were established in some of the colonies. But hospi- 
;al fac ilit ie s  remained meager. Villages numbering 3000 inhabitants were 
without hospitals. Doctors, likewise, became more numerous but there never
?ere enough. i
Confinement cases were taken care of without exception "by neighbors and
j
midwifes. Toward the latter part of the last century trained stidwives were 
made available "by the government. The colonists preferred their own relatives, j
The Tillage and Yard
During the early period of colonisation at least ninety per cent of the 
colonists were farmers. Their entire interest and attention was centered on 
agriculture. It  should then he expected that everything was arranged for the 
convenience of the farmers. JUst the opposite was the case. Colonies con­
sisted of from thirty to one hundred house-holders or farmers at their estab­
lishment, usually sixty. Since each householder received sixty deszjatins of 
land from the Russian government, a colony had between 1800 and 3600 deszjatins 
of land. Invariably the colonists lived in villages. These land grants to the 
colonists covered large areas for those horse and oxen days. Due to the faci 
that Russian ITobles owned parts of the steppes assigned to the colonists, their 
holding could not often be in the shape of a square. In instances their land 
stretched along the barks of rivers or streams orr along a valley. Moreover, 
the villages could very infrequently be located in the center of their holding. 
They had to be located where water was available and where the so il and topo- 
grrphy was favorable for gardening. In instances they were located along river 
boundaries on one side of the land holdings. The location of the villages with 
respect to the land that belonged to them often placed the farmers great dis­
tances from their land. It was not uncommon for colonists to have had to go 
as far as ten miles to some of their land. Going back and forth between v i l­
lages and land consumed a great deal of the colonists’ time. During the plant­
ing and harvesting seasons they put in long hours. Their daylight hours were 
spent in the fields and their night hours on rigs traveling between fields and
villageo. Inhere was much hauling 1-3cause the entire product of the hardest 
fie ld  was taken home to the yards. Nothing could he le ft unguarded in the
fields so fa r  from home.
A ll threshing was done in the yards and a l l  straw and chaff was saved for 
feed. The use of straw for dairy feed explains the lack of milk in the colo- 
nies during the winter months. Threshing was done hy running horses over the 
sheaves laid on a clay^hardened surface known as the threshing floor. After 
the grain had "been thoroughly shelled, the straw was removed with forks. The 
remaining grain and chaff was separated "by throwing it  into the air and by 
screening. As late as 1900 this was the common method of threshing though 
grain separators of sn elementary type were "being introduced at that time. For 
these the power was furnished oy horses hooked to a gear and endlessly going 
In a circle. Planting and harvesting were .just as elementary. One "bottom hand 
plow drawn "by horses or oxen and requiring three farm hands -one to handle the 
team, another the plow, and a third with a stick walking along and cleaning
!
the mouldboard to keep it securing —  was the common method of turning the 
soil. Wooden pegged harrows were used to level and pack the soil. Seeding 
was done "by hand. The farmer, with a sack of grain tied over his shoulder and 
resting on his abdomen and walking up and down his land while broadcasting the 
3eed, constituted the d r i ll .  Cultivating likewise was hand work. During the
.....~i-r» months a l l  grown members of the colonists families spent much of their
time hoeing .gardens, fie lds, and orchards. Haying and harvesting was entirely- 
done by hand. A ll grain, and hay was cut with scythes and bunched with the 
cradles on them. Following the men swinging the scythes came other men and 
women tying the sheaves. The greener stalks twisted together served as twine. 
There s t i l l  remained the gathering and stacking of the sheaves, their loading
and hauling to the village yards. ,111 this required a tremendous amount of 
physical exertion. Men, women and children worked in the fields. To this day
!
women are seen working in the fie lds 1. G-ernan-Hnssian communities in North 
Dakota. Necessity started the practice. It is obvious that a colonist could j 
not farm a large amount of land. He was limited by the size of his family and | 
vhe number of hands he could hire. It  was a physical impossibility for him to 
farm more than a few acres. That is why the sixty deszjatins, or roughly 150 
acres, looked so large to him. It was more than he could farm; more than he 
needed. But as his many children grew to adulthood and the original holding 
was divided among his sons, there developed a shortage of land. This he tried 
to remedy by purchasing the land near the colony. When there wasn*t any left  
to purchase, he moved to other lands.
The villages consisted of two or more rows of houses with yards along one 
or more long streets. The streets were in reality only roads between the yards. 
Almost invariably the gables of the houses faced the streets. Behind the hou- I 
see were the bams and other farm buildings. A building common to a l l  yards 
was the chaff hut where was housed the chaff gathered at threshing time. It 
constituted an important feed. In not a few yards one building housed every­
thing the farmer owned. The front part was the family dwelling. The next di­
vision was the granary sad storerooms. The back part of such a long, rectan­
gular building ,m.3 the barn and feed lo fts. Farther to the rear of the yards ; 
were often gardens and orchards. The yards were often narrow so that when 
another house was erected in it for the son, there was barely room for a drive­
way. There were no alleys behind the yards, nor corrals, or pastures. The 
latter were not needed since each village had Its common pastures and herders. 
The animals were driven out through the driveway on to the main street as the
Ir r>;
different herders came by in the morning. They were returned in a similar 
manner in the evening. The task was simpler than it appears for the animals 
knew where to go when the herd came by in the morning, and each one knew its  
own yard when the herd was brought home in the evening. It  appears that the 
colonists made l i t t le  attempt to keep the barnyard and the front yard separ*- 
are. Under the circumstances love for animals was a blessing.
As soon as the colonists could afford it ,  they built stone walls around 
their yards. These, with the variously and. richly painted house gables, to­
gether with the many shrubs and trees that they planted in the yards and on 
the streets, presented attractive views to the passersby.
Of improvements the colonists jcnew l i t t le .  Some of the villages boasted 
graveled walks along the street. As late as 1900 the streets themselves were 
s t i l l  of dirt surface. Waterworks, electric lights, telephones, mail service, i 
sewers, cement sidewalks,and hard-surfaced streets ana roads were unknown.
In 1900, Odessa, s city of half a million people now, had onlj’- a limited water j 
and sewer system.
The colonist v illage was no more than a collection of farmyards stretch­
ed along the two sides of a road for a mile or two. The road would lead to 
and through other v illages and on to e city. Occasionally one or two side 
streets would develop ana become part of a v illage, or a road leading o ff in 
another direction would become flanked with houses and yards and become ano­
ther v illage  street, thus forming an intersection as do streets and avenues 
in America. Most villages were long and narrow in contrast with American 
villages and cities which are spread out in a ll  directions.. Since most of 
the villages were founded before the railroads were built, few of them are 
located on railroads and few have railroad fa c ilit ie s .
uommon oo most villages were the village h a ll, schoolhouse, church, market 
place, cemetaiy, and public granary. Unique to people of our day is  the latter, 
which was found in practically every village. The village or nubile granary 
was a community or village-owned storehouse which was f i l le d  with produce from
.
the crops raised on the village-owned land by labor of the villagers. A roster 
of the v illage  householders was kept by the mayor. From it  he called the men 
to work in rotation. Usually enough men were called to put in the village crop
■
in one day; the same was true of harvesting. The provisions stored in the 
public granary were used to feed the poor people of the v illsge . Another fea­
ture found in many villages was the market place, on which the bazaars or mar-
j
kets were held. A bazaar was a marketing day, usually occuring weekly or b i­
monthly, to which sellers brought their wares for display end sale. It  d iffe r ­
ed from our market days and fa irs in that more non-manufactured goods were dis­
played. It  was a cattle, horse, vegetable, and fru it market, as well as one 
for manufactured goods. Business establishments were few in the villages. Most 
of the buying and se llin g  was done at the bazaar. Farmers sold their own com­
modities at the bazaar. No money was wasted on middlemen, for mar Ire ting was 
more direct. As late as 1900, villages of 2000 inhabitants would have only a 
store, a saloon, and a few shops in the line of business establishments. There
were no banks, department stores, drug or hardward stores, no show houses or
v j
offices of professional people. For these the colonists had to go to the c it­
ies.
The Colonists’ Government
The administrative machinery set up by the Russian government to govern 
the colonists is  d ifficu lt  to describe since it varied from place to place and
from time to time. There is  evidence that the Crown intended to give the col-
onists a Just and litera l governments tut that grafting and incompetent ad­
ministrators and the scepticism of the colonists made it unjust and despotic. 
In general, most of the colonists had self-government in their communities. 
They ejected their majors and police officers. Their actions were however, 
restricted ty the chief magistrates, each of whom supervised a group of colo­
nies and to whom the mayors were responsible.
14
The Volga colonists were not governed directly by the crown. Por them
15
it set up a special department known as the Office of the Colonial Guardian. 
Its duties were numerous. In general it determined the colonization policies 
and carried out the colonisation program. More specifically it provided sites 
and plans for the colonies, furnished the colonists with the necessities of 
life  upon their arrival, built houses for them, advanced them money for the 
nurchases of farm equipment, animals, and seed; advised them as to the nature 
of the local government that was to be set up, and as to the records that 
had to be kept, and appointed some of the officers for the administration of
I
colonial affairs. t
Since the Office of the Colonial Guardian was located at St. Peterburg*
j
it was too far away from most of the colonies to be of immediate and practi­
cal assistance to them. To remedy this defect, sub-offices were established i!
in cities near the colonies. The linlsbetweon the Office of the Colonial 
Guardian and the sub-offices were the territorial commissioners. The per­
sonnel of the si.'b-office consisted of one chief Justice, two aides, one se­
cretary, one bookeeper, one interpreter, one surveyor, and two doctors. The 
chief Justice was appointed by the Crown, and he in turn appointed a l l  the
14S. Joachim, Toward an Understanding of the Russia
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other officers mentioned above. The chief Justice was responsible to the 
Office of the Colonial Guardian and the Crown; a l l  the other officers were re- j 
sponsible to his. In addition to the ones mentioned, the chief Justice also 
appointed the district commissioners who were the links between the sub-office 
and the colonies and who were responsible to him. The chief Justice had dic­
tatorial power over the colonies. He and his appointees constituted the sup­
reme court for the colonists, and from their decision there was no appeal save 
in cases Involving disputes between colonists and native Russians which were 
referred to the regular Russian courts.
The Russian o ffic ia ls  dealing with the colonists were often unjust, ty-
16
rannical, and dishonest. , They were easily influenced by bribes. The supreme j 
court was no better than the o ffic ia ls  who composed it . The colonists com­
plained to the Crown, and for a time they were governed directly by the Office 
of the Colonial Guardian with no more satisfactory results. Thereafter the 
sub-offices with their supreme courts were restored. The colonists soon learn­
ed not to complain, for complaining resulted in punishment for minor offenses,
or for no offenses at a ll ,  such as failure to unbare their heads to o fficials
■
whom they did not recognize, having a mud puddle in the yard after a rain, or 
staying out on the street after nine o'clock in the evening. The result was 
that the colonists made as lit t le  contact with the authorities as possible.
They settled their differences among themselves. They soon realised that the 
Russian authorities always had the upper hand and the last word, and that with­
out bribery there was no justice.
17The Black Sea colonies fared better with regards to government administre-
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oion and justice, "but even there it was high-handed and influenced "by bribery, 
ihe Black Sea colonies were governed by a committee of three consisting of a 
chief magistrate and two associates of whom the chief magistrate was appointed 
by the Crown, and who in turn ^pointed his associates.
}
Each colony elected its own mayor who was responsible to the chief magis­
trate. There was more democracy in this arrangement, nevertheless the colo­
nists could not do what they "cleaned. The chief magistrate had enormous power 
over them; his orders were law. Every birth, death, jourr wilding, altera­
tion, sickness had to be recorded and reported to him, and /6_y wedding, bur­
ia l, journey, building, alteration had to have his permission. The colonists 
could not do anything of any consequence without the chief magistrate’ s per­
mission. The affairs of minor importance were administered by the local mayor •
and his secretary and treasurer under the suoervision of the chief magistrate.
In addition to the administrative duties that the mayor and chief magistrate 
performed, they were also in charge of the administration of justice. The lo­
cal mayor heard minor cases and made disposition of them. He had the power to 
sentence an offender to prison for forty-eight hours. Sore serious cases were 
referred to s t i l l  higher officers and courts. In these colonies the chief ma­
gistrate was the government o ffic ia l who contacted the colonists and influenced 
their affairs.
Prom the meager reading available on this subject it appears that some of 
the chief magistrates were conscientious and had the interest of the colonists 
at heart. However, the colonists were ignorant and distrustful, probably re­
membering the more greedy magistrates. In Instances they did not know what was 
good for them, and they did not know the Eussian language. Under the circum-
4
stances misunderstanding would arise. The;/ wotild resent the chief magistrate’ s
r  7-* i
interference, and he their disobedience until it came to the point where most
of his communications to them would "begin with "I command, I order", or "I
w ill". In "brief, the chief magistrate had great authority and often used it.
ne was familiar with a l l  activities and happenings in the colonies. Great
courtesy had to "be shown him by the colonists in dealing with him for he had
the power to administer punishment —  penal, corooral, and monetary. His
salary as late as 1900 was 600 roubles the year, and his tenure was fa irly
permanent. The local mayors were elected for a term of three years by the
inhabitants of their colonies but could be removed by the chief magistrates
for cause. Their salaries was about fifty  roubles the year. For this salary
the mayors had to spend a day or two at the village hall or court house each
18week throughout the year. It appears that some colonies had only mayors as
local administrative officers plus their clerks and treasurers. Others had
19mayors and village boards much like the Horth Dakota school districts with 
their chairman or presidents and board members.
The village halls or court houses were unpretenticus affairs. The colo­
nies were unwilling to spend their money on public buildings. They were most 
often frame, stone or clay structures, not much larger than ordinary houses 
and not any more convenient. They were used in part as the living quarters 
of the permanent village clerk. It appears that the colonies » routine af­
fairs were handled by the village clerks who were on duty a ll the time. ®ien 
on various days of the week the elected mayors would spend a day or so at the 
court houses to perform specific tasks such as hearing cases or collecting 
delinquent taxes.
18.
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Law enforcement was unique. The chief of police was elected each year 
07 the inhabitants of a colony. Each village was divided into decades; that
is, into districts consisting of ten village yards or houses on each side of 
the street. A roster of a ll  the able-bodied men in each decade was prepared 
for the chief of police. Prom it he would call in rotation four men each 
night to serve as night guards in their decades. Despite this close ^lard­
ing, robbery was a common occurance. 'Often when the guards were at one end of 
their beats, thieves would be making o ff with horses at the other end.
Religion and the Church
Almost without exception the colonists were deeply religious and the 
chuivh held the foremost niece in every colony, whether Catholic or Protest- 
ant. They were as interested in religion as they were indifferent to edu- 
cation. Ho sooner were their dwellings completed than they erected the v il­
lage church. The church was the outstanding building in the village, and 
was the firs t  one to be enlarged and improved. Where American communities 
spend their money on public buildings— schools, court houses, city halls,
the colonists soent theirs on churches. As an example, the colony of Neu-
20dorf erected two village-owned buildings, a church and a school. On the 
church they spent 15,000 roubles and on the school 1500 roubles. The pas­
tor's dwellings were provided by the colonists and were likewise kept in the 
forefront of their attention. The same can be said of cesaetaries and church 
yards. What gave the colonists their keen interest in religion is difficult 
to say. Very likely it was their long years of Insecurity and suffering both 
in their Oerman and Russian homes. In those uncertain years they placed
' i
^Brendel, op. cit. p. 19
their trust in God, and there they have kept it  to this very day. The German- 
Sussians in North Dakota at the present tine are s t i l l  a deeply religious 
people -which they evidence hy their church membership, attendance, and support. 
In the purely German-Bussian village of Balta, North Dakota, a community num­
bering about 200 families, the value of the church property is twice that of 
the school property, and the church budget approaches that of the public school 
budget though the latter has an enrollment of 160 pupils. The colonists be­
lieved firmly in the B iblical injunction, Seek firs t  the Kingdom of God and 
His justice, and a l l  these things w ill be given unto you.
Portunately the inhabitants in each colony were a l l  of the same faith 
which made fo r unity in church affairs within each colony and enabled the erec­
tion of one substantial church and adequate support. In 1811, the colony of 
21
Mannheim consisted of sixty-cne families of whom fifty-nine were Catholic and
two Protestant. The latter two families left in a short time, leaving this
22
colony purely Catholic. The colony of Slsass consisted of 62 families ih 1811
who were without exception Catholic. In 1847 the inhabitants of the colony of
23
Johannesthal numbered 421 practically a ll  of whoa were Lutherans, only a few j 
belonging to the Heformed Church. The same could be said for almost every 
colony. With the exception of an occasional Jew or Bussian, the inhabitants 
of a colony were a ll of tre eame faith.
One of the most influential men in a colony was the village pastor or 
priest. Unfortunately there were hot enough of them. In too many instances 
the colonists could not secure a paator or priest of their own people. They
2*Brendel, op. c it ., p. 19
22Ib id ., pp. 18-19
P3Liebrendt, op. cit., p. 86
were net available. The thousands of Catholics that moved into Russia from 
Alsace, Baden, and Bavaria had no priests to take with them. They had d if f i ­
culty in getting any (Herman priests during the first  years of colonization.
-he result was that priests foreign to them, mostly Polish, became their spiri­
tual leaders. One Pole, even though a priest, in a strictly German community, 
could scarcely exercise leadership. The Polish priests were interested in 
things Catholic, but hardly in things German. As a result the pious German 
colonists who looked sc much to their priests for leadership were le ft with­
out leaders. The lack of German priests had an unwholesome effect upon the 
Catholic colonists which is visible in them to this day. The polish priests 
may have saved their souls, but they did not promote their education and cul­
ture. In addition to the lack of inspiring priests, the colonists lacked se­
cular leaders. More than half of them moved to Russia without leaders. A few 
of the colonists grouped themselves under leaders of their own which was a 
great advantage to them. The Protestant colonists likewise had difficulty in 
finding pastors for their new homes. However, when they did secure a pastor, 
he was usually a German who had both their spiritual and temporal welfare at 
heart, who understood them, and who was understood and trusted by them. He was 
their accepted leader, and under his leadership they made rapid progress. It 
is probably for this reason that the Protestant German-Rissians are more cul­
tured and educated than their Catholic neighbors of German-Russian descent.
??hile the colonists were deeply religious, they were not superstitious -  
not any more so than were other people of their time. Beyond a few who be­
lieved in healing by magic, the writer has found them singularly free from 
superstitious beliefs. The written material on them makes no mention of super­
stition. Stories have it that the original colonists were afraid of their
shadows and were haunted by other superstitions fears. I f  they were super­
stitious, their descendents have lost a ll  traces of it . Undoubtedly a few of 
their descendents in north Dakota today may effect fear of breaking a mirror or 
walking under a ladder, but so do other nationalities. These are acquired su­
perstitions and may be practiced because they are popular or afford a certain 
th rill. The colonists believe in prayer and feared the devil. That, however, 
is religion and not superstition.
i
The Home
Strictness, respect for authority and old age, punishment for disobedience,
r
characterises the hone li fe  of the colonists. Their families were 'eually 
large, their resources often small, and the chores and duties for the children ! 
numerous. This demanded a certain amount of discipline, and not infrequently 
the assumotion of the role of dictator by the parents, especially on the part 
of those parents who lacked tact and the ability to rear children in a congen­
ia l atmosphere. The male parent was the supreme dictator in such a home. I f  
the children did not love their parents, they certainly feared them. Once be­
yond the infant stage, there was lit t le  comradeship between children and par­
ents. Youth was not encouraged to talk, and certainly not to talk back. The 
father’ s word was law. Within the home the family did not congregate in one 
room. Wherever the snace was available, the parents occupied one room and the 
children another. The parents lived in the living room or parlor and the chil- j 
dren in a back room or kitchen. In church and school the children had to be­
have. Children remained dependent upon and obedient to their parents until 
their marriage and until they set up a household of their own. *ven erring 
married sons did not escape the chastisement of their fathers. A redeeming 
feature as far as the children were concerned, was their early marriage. Boys ;
and girls  married "between the ages of fifteen and twenty years. A g ir l of 
twenty was approaching the old-maid stage, and a young man of twenty-five was 
taunted for his inability to find a helpmate.
Though these stern parents demonstrated lit t le  affection for their chil­
dren, they nevertheless had their interests at heart as they saw it. In their 
estimation, schooling was of lit t le  value. It wasn’t tangible; hence their 
children received lit t le  of it . A wealthy husband for their daughter and a 
wealthy wife for their son were tangible. For these things they worked. They 
were above a l l  interested in giving their children a good start in life . To 
them a good start meant ownership of land and personal property. To this end 
t - ey exerted themselves to give their daughters good dowries and their sons 
good endowments upon their marriage. The daughter’ s dowry would consist of a 
complete wardrobe with clothes for both Sunday and everyday wear, household 
goods, furniture, a few head of cattle, poultry, food and cash money. The 
wealthier the parents, the bigger the dowry, and the more desirable would the 
g ir l be in the eyes of other parents. The son received horses, farm machinery 
and tool3, and, where possible, land. Parents often made the matches between 
their children and their future son- and daughters-in-law. Few of their chil­
dren married without the consent of their parents and especially the consent 
of their fathers. The mercenary parents always kept an eye on what their pro-
their son's future wife wet^it far more heavily in evoking their consent than 
her ability to cook or keep house, sweet disposition or good looks. Marriage 
was an ordeal for the prospective groom and bride and a spectacle for the
snective children-in-law would bring to the marriage. A cow in the dowry of
community. A ll marriages followed the same pattern. It was a hat
never varied, yet was always interesting. That procedure included asking for 
the "bride* s hand and making a nominal payment to her in evidence of the groom’ s 
good intentions; reading cf the church "bans; church instructions; wedding in­
vitations; church ceremony; and a wedding celebration at the home of the bride 
which lasted several days and at which food and drinks were served in abund­
ance. Usually it included dancing and feasting until the guests’ endurance 
gave cut.
The colonists’ houses were simple affairs and its furnishings were like­
wise single. Its object was u tility , not beauty and convenience. A three or 
four room house sufficed, and a f im  or six room one was considered pretentious. 
It often had a second floor or at least an unfinished roomy attic but seldom 
a basement. The cellar was located in the yard. hue room served as a parlor, 
dining, and bedroom; the other as a kitchen, dining, bed and u tility  room. Ad­
ditional rooms i f  there were any wodld be bedrooms. The attic was used for 
storing and sleeping -ourposes. The fru its and vegetables which grew abundantly i 
and which could be bought cheaply were kept j.n the attic. When the family be­
came crowded, the bigger boys moved their beds to the barn lofts. During the 
summer months few of the male youths slept in the house. There was more free­
dom in the bam. There they could meet their comrades and visit with them with­
out interference. Benches, a table or two, a kitchen cabinet, a wardrobe, a 
bed or two, a home-made heater and. range, and a few household utensils consti­
tuted the furnishings of the house. The meal for the children was served on a 
long table around which they sat on benches, and as often as not, a ll ate out 
of one dish placed cn the middle of the table. The parents ate in the parlor. 
The meals were simple, lacking in variety of food. Often only one dish, a 
souo or broth, constituted a meal. Desserts and beverages such as coffee and
‘^ ea TOr? rarely served. Those were reserved for holidays. Cereals cooked 
in milk, or meat and vegetables cooked in water were common dishes, which,
with oread, was the entire meal. Sugar and other commercially prepared gro­
ceries were scarce. During the summer months from May to October fruits and 
vegetables and milk were plentiful, and during that time the colonists' chil- ! 
dren were well fed. I7c canning of any kind was done. Some fruits and vege- j 
tables were dried and stored for winter use. With unlimited kinds and amounts 
of fruits, the colonists had to go without them for half of the year. Only 
grapes were preserved and those in the form of wine. During the winter months1: 
meat, fish, and dried cereal were the chief foods.
The colonists arose early and worked late. The entire week he worked 
hard. Shop workers started the day at four o'clock in the morning. Farmers 
often got up at three. A sixteen hour day was not uncommon during the busy 
seasons. On Sunday he donned his black dress suit and white shirt, polished 
his only pair of shoes with 3oot taken from the kitchen range, and walked to 
church. After church he sat around visiting with his neighbors, smoking his 
pine or cigarettes or eating sunflower seeds. The talk was about his other 
neighbors, horses and crops, liquor, especially wine, was in most of the 
homes, and would be passed around to the guests on the slightest excuse. His 
wife who had helped in the fields during the week was busy doing the house­
work.
A ll villages had their saloons. The government owned them, and their 
ooeration was a government monopoly, though leased to local reBiderts. Drink­
ing was a widesnread and serious evil. A good percentage of the colonists 
were heavy drinkers, who ruined their health, well-being, and social standing 
throu^i their drinking habit. They imitated the native Biesian who were s t i l l
heavier drinkers. Their appetite for hard liquor was probably due to the 
lack of "beer and wine during the first  years of colonisation. They not only 
drank heavily hut believed in drinking. Tor sickness, sorrow or celebration, i 
whiskey was the prescription. The worsen, though not habitual drinkers, sup­
ported their husbands in this vice. To this day the German-Russians are 
anti-prohibitionists and good customers of saloons. Their wives express the 
same sentiment, though they do not drink. They regard it as a man’ s right 
to drink liquor, and do not consider it a disgrace i f  they have to put up 
occasional.ly with drunken husbands. Certainly the Gerraan-Russian wife en-
J
dures more than any known woman as a result of a drunkard husband. In time 
beer and wine became available in the colonies. The latter they made in their 
own homes. 3y that time the Russian national drink, vodka, (whiskey) had en-
snared too many colonists.
The German-Hussians are a singular people. They speak German and have 
German names, yet are called Russians. They have not a drop of Russian blood
i
in them. The writer personally knows thousands, yet of these thousands there 
were only two that married native Russians. Culturally they are far behind 
their brothers who remained in Germany. They are disowned by their Fatherland, 
yet they admire intensely anything German. Their loyalty is first to Germany, 
aecord to Russia, and lastly to the United States. They haven’t lived long 
enough ir. the United States to feel that they belong. The pioneer German- 
Russians who moved to North Dakota from Russia miss the fine villages and
moderate climate they '’ eft behind them. Thevlove to reminisce. At this
. :
great distance the pa3t in Risels looks good to them. Despite the hard work ; 
they had to do there, they were probably happier in Russia than they are in j 
America. In Russia they were the leaders; the upper stratum of people.
to*
t..- *».’ iI
The;,r ware more advanced than the native Russians. They were more successful 
in making a liv in g  than "iheir neighbors. Their leadership was evidenced "by
■
their "better homes, v illa g e s , farm animals and more productive fie ld s . Their i 
prosperity en led them to "buy and rent land around their v illa ges . They were 
driving out; the native Russians in the ir own land. Here in America they are 
at the other end o f the social and economic scale. Other nationalities look 
down upon them. They are the underdogs. Most o f them have stuck to farming 
in sections where farming doesn’ t pay with the ir methods. Few of them have 
entered other callings. They are therefore poorer than the ir neighbors o f 
other nationa lities. Their indifference to education they have brought with 
them to th is country. Having neglected education, they are behind other na- 
t ion a lit ie s  in  culture and refinement. I t  is  not surprising that others do 
look down upon them. Reason or no reason, the Gercan-Russians resent being j
j
the underdogs. Resentment makes them reca ll better davs in Russia. They re- j 
ca ll th e ir  situation there and conoare i t  with the ir nresent one here, and 
think Russia was a better land.
In th e ir  long wandsring the Geman-Russians have had three precepts 
d r illed  into them. They are: never to lose their re lig ion ; never to lose 
the ir mothers' tongue; an*-1 never to lose tbo ir nationality. These precepts 
have been the ir in flex ib le  guides. To them they cling tenaciously. The ob­
jectives  set forth in these orecepts they attained successfully in Russia
|
during th e ir century o f residence there. .Any attempts to swer-oe them from
■
these oreceptB they withstood successfully. The Gerraan-Raesians came to this 
country l i t t l e  changed from what they were when they migrated to Russia.
These precepts explain the d iff ic u lty  encountered in trying to Americanize 
them. Any attempt to change them, to Americanize them, must be made only with
a fu l l  understanding o f their attitude.
- T
CHAPTER 4
MIGRATION TO AMERICA
Crer a period o f a century the population o f a German colony in Russia i 
had a manifold increase. In 1811 the colony o f Mannheim’H'iad a population of 
190. In 1908 that "copulation had increased to 1777 even  though hundreds o f 
its  natives had migrated to other colonies and other lands. Many German 
colonies in Russia were founded "by the excess population o f the original or
{
mother colonies. In Russia there existed at that time a system of inheri-
2
tance known as the nE ir s . I t  provided fo r  the division  o f a fa ther's  land
i -
equally among his sens. Though not compulsory, the colonist? followed this 
system o f inheritance. The s ix ty  dessjatins each fam ily rece ived , from the 
Russian government was cut up into several parcels o f f iv e  to ten. deszjatins 
each. I t  was divided in that manner to equalize the distances from the v i l ­
lage to the land. When these parcels o f land were inherited by the sons o f 
the farmers, they were further divided and "became too small fo r  profitab le
farming. "Ilion^i the sons traded, "bought and rented land whenever possible,
■
time and large fam ilies brou^it them a shortage of land. Colonies that had 
ninety Ber cent o f the! Inhabitants engaged in  farming in 1811 had less than , 
f i f t y  per cent so engaged by 1890.
Shortage o f land was probably the most important reason fo r  the colo­
n ists ' migration to America. Around 1870 they heard about free  and abundant 
"land in the United States, end from that time on they migrated to the United 
States. There were other reasons fo r  their departure from Russia, and not a 
minor one was m ilitary service. I t  is  not clear fo r  what length o f time they j
"Johannes Brendel, Aus deutcchen Eolonlen im 
Kutschurganer Gebiet, pp. 19-20
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia* Volume 12, pc. 179-194
2
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(/ere to ds fre e  trom conscription. Some believed i t  was to be forever; others 
believed is was to be to r  a period o? 100 years. (The writer has been unable 
to leant what the Second Manifesto c f  Catherine I I  meant in this respect, 
tfhen the Russian government announced about the middle of the nineteenth cen- ii
tury that the colonists could take their choice between serving in the Russian 
army or emigration* many o f them chose the la tte r . I t  aopears that conscrip­
tion  of the colonists did not become fu l ly  e ffec tive  until in the 1870*s. At 
about that time they heard of free  land ia  the United States. From then on 
they knew where to go. F irst the young men e lig ib le  fo r  conscription le f t .  
Later the ir parents and other members of the fam ilies would follow.
I.
I t  is  not to be deduced from what has b«*-n written that the colonists re­
fused point blank to serve in the Russian aimy, or that a l l  o f them preferred 
tc emigrate rathrr than become Ru*°ian soldiers. The truth is  msny o f them 
served as a matter o f course without thinking o f leaving Russia. I t  is  rather ' 
what they experienced in their Russian m ilitary service that caused them to 
object. The term c f service was long — four years. Too many o f them did 
not know the Russian language. Without that knowledge and with d ifferent tra­
ditions and attitudes in them, they could not be useful Russian soldiers, and 
on their part, l i f e  in the army was unpleasant. They were accordingly re le- 
gated to the lower ranks in the service. About that time the Russian govern- j 
ment started its  program o f Russification. That program affected the Germans 
in the ir v illages  and in the anry. During some o f those years the relations 
between the Russian and German governments wore not cordial which resulted in 
discrimination against the Germans in Russia. That discrimination extended
into the Russian army. According to its  regulations the colonists were e l i -  !
ei'Me fo r  conscription but not fo r  advancement. They could not become o fficers '"
sir hold positions o f trust . This discrimination rankled in the breasts of the
j
Germans who were in many respects superior to the native Russians. They re- 
seated i t  more than, m ilitary service, and i t  promoted many to emigrate.
-he colonists were unwilling to become Russianized. The Russian govern- 
sent on the other hand was unwilling to tolerate (Germans in th e ir  land forever. 
The solution was emigration. The attitude o f the Russian government- was in 
part the result o f the resentment ihe native Russians f e l t  toward the colonists. 
That resentment was due to Jealousy aroused by the indrstty, th r if t ,  acquisi­
tiveness and well-being o f the Germans.
How North and South Dakota became the home o f the majority o f German- 
■Dissians in  the Urdted States may be explained by saying i t  was a coincidence. 
About the time the ir heavy migration started to the United States, North and 
South Dakota were onened fo r  settlement. Having made known the ir desire fo r  | 
land, they were shunted to these two states. Aberdeen, Soxith Dakota, was at
i
that time a fron tie r  town in. the midst o f the uninhabited free  pra iries. 
Aberdeen was the destination o f thousands of German-2ussians. Once a contin- 
:er.t was there, they wrote home to their friends in  Russia giving them their 
new address. Many o f their friends responded by coming to Aberdeen. From 
Aberdeen they spread out in a ll d irections, but going mostly north. In time 
they reached North Dakota and even the Canadian border. Many went beyond the 
border into the orovincec o f Saskatchewan, Manitoba, and Alberta. A great 
number o f the German- Ruf si an pioneers in North Dakota came by way c f Aberueen. 
The heaviest migration took place between 1885 and 1905. Those that came be- i 
fore 1385 settled  in  Nebraska and Kansas. Those that came a fter 1900 settled 
in western North Dakota, Montana and Canada.
Table IV
f
GEF&m-F.USSIM) POFJLATION COMPARED WITH TOTAL 
POPU LaEON IN GERMAN-KJSSIAN TRIANGLE
County
Total
Population
Gemien-Eussisn 
Popul&ti on
Per Cent age 
German-Pussian
Burleigh 19f7o9 2133 12
Dickey 10,37? 1613 14
Dunn 9,5b6 3477 36
Basons 12,477 0574 52
Grant 10,134 -4-619 45
Hettinger 6,796 2312 26
Kidder 8,031 27
LaMoure 11,517 1580 13
Logen 8,089 4617 57
McHenry 15,139 3221 20
McIntosh 9,621 6708 69
McLean 17,991 3901 21
Mercer 9,516 e-925 51
Morton 19,6.47 6151 32:
O liver &« 6* 1600 37
Pierce 9,07a 3037 32
Ramsey 16 j  2 52 1096 7
Sneridan 7,337 U51 56
Sioux 1,687 1267 26
Stark 15,310 5292 34
Stutsman 26,100 1251 16
lUiird 33,597 1263 0p
.Veils 13,285 2818 21
Total 301,394 79,606 26
Two facta are evident from the figures in Table IV. They are these:
The German-Bussians flock together; and they provide the large at single 
p O j ’ U l .  tion element I n  a a n y  North Dakota counties, even having a
p lu ra lity  in some couc.c l e e .
Table V4 ^lve the Carman-Russian pojmlation and the populations 
o f the next two large u, foreign elements with percentages o f the tota l 
population for the counties in the Gennan-Pu3cian Triangle.
Fifteen Census o f the United States, op. c it ,  28-29
COUNTIES KaVI.-'G 1000 OK MOKE GEKMAN-HJSSIMS
Table I I I
unty
Foreign-Born 
Vihite From 
Russia
Native ’White 
o f Russian 
Descent
Total
Russian
Descent
rleigh 689 1799 2188
okey 395 1218 1613
nn 913 2561 3177
none 1168 5106 6571
ant 1133 3516 1619
Stinger 568 1771 2312
ider 562 1681 2216
ioure 491 1086 1580
T SB 1H5 3532 1617
lenry 86S 2356 3221
[ntosh 1519 5169 6708
lean 1159 2712 3901
rcer 1271 3651 1925
rton 1806 l6lS 6151
Lver 387 1213 1600
a r e a 760 2277 3037
asey 321 772 1096
3 r i o a . n 1100 3051 H51
>U2 293 971 1267
urk 1108 3881 5292
j t i - n ’ e n 1152 3102 1251
ru 382 881 1263
Lie 713 2105 2818
t e l 20,179 59,127 79,606
loi' convenience the area covered by the counties listed on 
>j_e III  w ill be called the Gt-: nan-Ruseian Triangle.
Table IV^ give;-- the total population, the German-Russien population, 
, the percentage the latter i of the total population for a ll the
.inties in the German-Rusaian m angle.
^Fifteenth Census of the Pi:.'! a d  S tates ; 19Jp? Population Bulletin, 
S©cond”"Seriesy North Dakota, pp 19-22, 28-29.
Figure 1 THE GJaBtAK HJSSIAIS TRIAHGLK
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Chapter 5
THE ROLE 01' THE GEIMmN-BUSSIaN IN NORTH DAKOTA 
Location in North Dakota
In North Dakota the area settled by the Lexnian-Eussians Tonne a 
rough triangle with the base extending along the North and South 
Dakoi a line from Sax-gent to Adams County and the sides of the triangle 
to Bottineau and Rolette County, Every county within this ares is  the 
home of one thousand or more German-Russisns. And every county in the 
st te that has one thousand or more Geraan-Eussian inhabitants, except 
Ramsey County, is  within this triangle.
Figure lp  on the following page, shows the Geiman-Russian Triangle 
and gives the number of Gyiman-Russain inhabitants for each count: within 
it
Table 111^ gives the German-Russian population of every county 
in the state with a  thousand or more German-Russian inhabitants. I t  w ill 
be noted that every county listed  on Table I I I ,  except Ramsey, is  
inside the German-Russian Triangle. Ninty per cent of the German-
Russians in North Dakota live Id this area.
^Fifteenth Census of the United States: I93C, Population 
Bulletin, Second Series, Nortli Dakota, p p * 28—A9
^loc. c it.
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THREE LARGEST POPULATION ELEMENTS 
IN GEEMAN-RUSSIAN TRIANGLE
German- '& of 1st Largest $> of 2nd Largest $ of
County Russian. Total Element Total Element Total
Burleigh 2^63 12 1620 German 8 1499 Norse 7
Dickey 1613 14 1032 German 9 800 Norse 7
Dunn 3477 36 1024 Norse 11 540 German 5
fisnons 6574 52 497 Dutch .3 428 German 3
Grant 4649 45 710 Genian 6 614 Roum.a 5
Hettinger 2342 26 •645 German 7 629 Norse 7
Eidder 2246 27 834 Norse 10 553 German 6
LaMoure 1580 13 1770 German 1$ 1388 Norse 12
Logan 4647 $7 682 Roum. 8 360 Finn 4
McHenry 3224 20 2718 Norse 16 1671 German 10
McIntosh 6708 69 270 German 2 196 Roun. 2
McLean 3901 21 2101 Norse 11 1405 German 7
Mercer 4925 51 638 Roum. 6 623 German 6
Morton 6454 32 2996 German 15 1022 Norse 5
Oliver 1600 37 646 German 15 156 Norse 3
Pierce 3037 32 1968 Norse 21 410 German 
1281 Can.
4
Ramsey 1096 7 3802 Norse 23 8
Sheridan 4151 56 676 Roum. 9 380 German 5
Sioux 1267 26 186 German 4 141 Norse 3
Stark 5292 34 1271 German 8 1013 Roum. 6
Stutsfaan 4254 16 3061 German 11 2107 Norse 8
Ward 1263 3 6665 Norse 19 2541 German 7
Wells 2818 21 2216 Norse 16 1304 German 9
Total 79,606 26 38,028 21,061
-s— — --------------------------tj---------------------------------Roumanians, Canadians
According to Table V, the German-Rusaians outnumber the next two 
largest population elements in *he counties of the German-Russian 
Triangle. In a ll  by LaMour e , Ramsey, and Ward Counties they are the 
single la t e s t  foreign element. The many Roumanians living in the 
Triangle are mostly people of German origin. They are Gerroan-Russiane 
who moved to Roumania from Russia and later to North Dakota. They
are no different from the German-Russians described in this study. The 
writer has interviewed several of them. They speak German and hold to 
their German tradition. They are o f the same original stock as the 
German-Russians.
Table Y makes clear the clanishness of the German-Russians. They 
live together in communities of their own in which the inhabitants are 
almost solid ly  Gennan-Bussian. Other nationalities have l i t t le  influence 
upon then simply because there i s - l i t t le  contact between them. This table 
further shows that the German—Russians live  on farms and in farm comnunities 
Comparatively few of than are found in c ities. The counties containing 
the c ities of Bismarck, Minot, and Devils Lake have comparatively few 
German-Russian inhabitants.
Fecunity of the Geraan-Russians
The German-Ruesi erne are in North Dakota to stay. They are a fe rt ile  
find verile race. Their occupation end religion predisposes them to 
have large families. The birth-rate^ and school enrollment^ in German- 
Iiu3sian communities are higher than those in communities of other 
nationalities. Table YI gives the total population for each of the four 
largest foreign elements in North Dakota for the year 1930 and the 
increase and decrease in the foreign-born of these elements for the United 
States for 1920, as given in the United States Census.
"Twenty-Third and Twenty-Fourth Biennial Reports. State Department 
,of Health of North Dakota, Bismarck, ppl8-59*
^Twenty-f ifth  Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, North Dakota, Bismarck, pp. 50-51
TABLE 71
LEADING POPULATION ELEMENTS IN NORTH DAKOTA 
AND INCREASE OR DECREASE OF THEIR FOREIGN BOHN IN U. S. A.
1920
Nationality Increase or 1930
Decrease _________
Norse 9*9 -  124,512 
Russian 29*6 / 87,072 
German 27.0 -  54,545 
Canadian .03~ 33,093
Education of the German-Russian 
Except in a few communities and until recent years the German- 
Russian people have been indifferent to education. There are always 
exceptions, but, in general, their children did not go to school unless 
they were compelled to go. The parents* interests were absorbed in farming. 
Thier children were only sent to school when they were not needed on the 
farms end when they wanted to go to school. Free public schools and 
compulsory attendance laws were new to the Geraan-Russians, and were 
regarded as nuisances and impositions. To this day the shortest terms, the 
poorest schools, the lowest teachers* salaries, the most inadequate 
equipment, and the most irregular attendance, are found in German-Ruaeian
7
communities. In their pool schools are found corresponding teachers with 
exceptions, of course. In the clannish Gerraan-Ruesian communities where 
German is spoken exclusively, the teachers live an unpleasant li fe , and 
their influence is small. It  takes an exceptional teacher to awaken these
people to the responsibilities they owe their children. Teachers seldom
Macintosh County, Twenty-fifth Biennial Report, Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, North Dakota, Bismarck, p. 51
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stay long enough in their communities to appreciate the educational 
problems in them, -ted to this day their children are being neglected 
educationally.
It is difficult to get educational data on strictly German-Russi&n 
communities. Reports on then are always included with those of other 
communities to compose the county and state reports. However, it is  
significent that the county with the highest percentage of German- 
Russian inhabitants has the shortest school term, next to the lowest 
average rural teachers* salaries, and poorly trained teachers. Data on 
schools in such communities must come chiefly from their teachers and 
supervisors. Unfortunately such data is  not published.
Upon personal observation and unpublished reports must be based much 
of this part of the study. The writer recalls a school in a purely 
Gentian-Russian community with an average enrollment of twenty-five pupils 
not having a single eighth grade graduate until the y6ar 1920. This 
instance could be duplicated in hundreds of other schools in such communities* 
In purely German-Russian communities thousands of boys and g ir ls  born in the 
state barely learned to read and write though schools were being 
operated for them from the first  year their parents came to their new 
homes. In another instance a Gersnan-Russian village with 120 pupils 
enrolled in its school did not have a high school graduate until the year 
1927. Schools with enrollments of a hundred pupils yet lacking high school 
departments have been common in German-Russian conmunities. To get 
German-Russian parents to send their children to school and keep them there
Macintosh County, op. c it ., p. 51
Vuntil graduation iias been a major problem of county superintendents 
with such communities in their counties. Only slightly less difficulty  
has been the problem of getting them to erect and maintain adequate
schools for their children.
Until very recent years Very few of their children finished the 
eighth grade and s ; i l i  fewer entered high school. In the last decade 
some German-Sussian communities have made remarkable progress with 
regards to eighth grade completion and high school attendance. Never­
theless, they s t i l l  lag behind other nationalities in both respects.
Table ¥11 gives the descent of North Dakota high school pupils 
for the leading nati nalities in the state as it was tabulated from the 
replies received from high school superintendents to a questionnaire 
sent to a ll the high school.superintendents in the state.
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Table VII
DESCENT OF NORTH DAKOTA HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
County
Ger
Rus
Adams 6
Barnes 16
Benson 21
Billings 0
Bottineau 5
Bowman 2
Burke 0
Burleigh 36
Cass 3
Cavalier 18
Dickey 12
Divide 10
Eddy 2
f&nmons 206
Foster 0
Golden Valley 0
Grand Forks 3
Grant 16
Griggs 3
Hettinger 21
Kidder 58
Labours 51
Logan 115
McHenry 35
McIntosh 91
McKenzie 5
McLean 58
Mercer 31
Morton 10
Mountrail 0
Nelson 0
Oliver 11
Pembina 0
Pierce 92
Ramsey 15
Ransom 2
Renville 0
Rus, Per.
3 5
2 167
6 118 
0 31
Scotch
Irish
5 0 
61 13
81 59
38 ■ 2 
26 3 
73 12
A ll
Others Toti
1 265' 251 55 156 19 151
3 131 98 10 111 1 53
0 (90 38 30 17 1 55
0 3 •33 9 9 1 1
2 51 28 25 10 1 ■ X
8 98 5 X 27 0 50
7 111 * 102 XV 93 13 H I
0 429 6 0 X3i X • 0
0 179 280 31 131 XI 21
0 4 6 19 . 8 15 X 9
2 37 193 21 7 . *  1 28
7 160 11 5 20 7 25
7 35 72 12 57 3 IX
3 l6l 38 39 91 U 91
1 33 26 1 12 0 21
19 U3 172 28 58 5 11
2 423 0 0 0 © 8
1 5 1 0 0 0 3
55 175 66 16 27 3 53
6 37 12 6 5 0 0
3 108 36 6 4 0 5
2 156 169 8 32 1 16
0 51 269 28 77 xo 18
0 18 8 2 U 0 6
1 1L8 60 11 161 X09 98
0 20 113 U 25 X 77
3 158 151 37 125 20 • 167
1 «79 183 15 57 8 11
2 59 85 29 62 3 37
DESCENT Or- NORTH DAKOTA HIGH SCHOOL PUPILS
Table VII (continued)
Cour j
Ger.
Rus. Rus. Ger. Norse Swede
Scotch
Irish
Eng.  Pr.
A ll
Others Total
Richalnd 1 0 153 90 7 11 4 51 317
Rolette 0 0 23 58 14 39 24 24 182
Saxgent O' 0 52 129 68 34 8 52 345
Sheridan 52 9 60 4 2 2 0 16 145
Stark 120 57 267 44 16 96 8 229 837
Steele 0 0 5 66 10 5 0 49 135
Stutsman 4 0 77 ...-16 7 56 11 47 218
Towner 11 4 46 63 9 35 0 24 192
Traill 4 0 42 491 7 31 3 17 595
Walsh 1 2 48 340 42 139 36 275 883
Ward 9 6 71 104 8 87 1 41 327
Wells 14 8 328 116 14 45 6 54 585
Williams 0 0 53 279 40 28 8 109 517
Totals 1238 238 4063 5389 881 2431 422 2584 17246
No replies to questionnaires were received from the following counties:
Dunn, Sioux, Slope.
The questionnaires on which the figures on Table VII is based were 
mailed to every high schooL listed in the North Dakc -;a Educational Directory.^ 
Replies were received from 323 high school superintendents, accounting for 
the nationality of 17,246 high school pupils, or approximately half of the 
high school enrollment in the state. Of the 17,246 high school pupilt 
accounted for, 1238 or * pproximately seven percent, were listed, as of 
German-Russien descent. It should be recalled that thirteen per cent
—
North Dakota Education Directory, 1939-40
of the population of North Dakota is German-Russism. The discreptancy 
between Gerrcan-Russian high school enrollment- and population is greater 
than it appears from these figures. This is due to the fact that no 
replies were received to the questionnaire from the larger cities in the 
state where the German-Russisn population is light, whereas the replies from 
the Superintendents of Schools in the counties where the Geraan-Russian 
population is heavy were fa irly  numerous, making the count from those schools 
quite complete. The r-js.It is that most Gsrman-Russian high school pupils 
in the state are included in the count while many others of different 
nationality are not included. On the other hand, there appeared to be a 
tendency for German-Russian high school pupils to give their nationality or 
descent as German rather than Geraan-Russian. Unquestionably some of the 
pupils listed as German are German-Russian. It  cannot be many for there is 
a correlation between Gannan-Russian population and Geiraan-Russian high 
school enrollment. The very fact that the German-Russian high school 
pupils gave their nationality as German when there were given a choice of 
giving it as German-Russian, German, or Russian is an indictment of the 
Geman-Russian people.
For Pierce County the count is complete, as well as accurate, since 
the nationality of every high school pupil enrolled in the county is known 
to the writer. In this county the German-Russians number about one-third 
of the total population, and compose about twenty-four per cent of the 
high school enrollment. Six years ago they composed lass than fifteen 
per cent of the high school enrollment of this county. For Emmons County 
the count is practically complete. In it  the German-Russians compose 
fifty-two per cent of the total population and fifty-two per cent of the
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high school enrollment. The explanation is  that the faculties of some 
of their high schools are composed of Catholic Sisters to whom the 
Catholic G-erman-Eussians prefer to send their children.
Comparing the Gexman-Russian high school enrollment -with that of the 
Norse, the former is far in the rear. Of the 17,246 high school pupils 
listed on Table ¥11, 5,389 or thirty-one per cent are of Norse descent 
while the Norse compose ninteen per cent of North Dakota’ s total population. 
In Pierce County the Norse compose twenty-one per cent of the total 
population but thirty-eight per cent of the high school enrollment.
While the results of this questionnaire are neither absolutely valid 
nor e-icurate, end subject to question and criticism, they do indicate that 
the Gerraan-Eussian people are lex in sending their children to high school. 
They lag behind other nationalities in educating their children. The 
general trend of high school enrollment as to descent in North Dakota is  
indicated on Table VII.
Table VIII gives the nationalities in percentage of the total high 
school pupils reported for each county in reply to the same questionnaire on 
which Table VII is based. It shows graphically that the Germen-Russinas 
who ranked second in number in North Dakota tra il other nationalities 
in high school enrollment. Compering the columns for the Gexman-Russlsns 
and for the Germans, there are twice as many German—Russians as Germans 
in the State, yet the high school enrollment of the Geiman-Ruesians Is
•t
■hr
yjj'
fa r below that of the Germans
Table "Till
DESCENT OF NORTH DAKOTA HIGH SCHOOL SNROLDSIKT IN PERCENTAGE
County
Ger.
Rus. Rus.. Ger. Norse
Scotch
Irish
Swede Eng. Fr«
All
, others Total
Adams 8 A 7 55 5 7 0 1A 73
Bernee 3 1 32 37 A 12 2 9 517
Benson 5 0 15 A6 7 19 1 7 406
Billings 0 1A 9 1A 1A AO 0 Q✓ 23
Bottineau l 1 2A 32 s 17 6 l i 49 5
Bowmen 1 C 19 AO A 2A 1 n 164
Burks 0 0 12 27 15 12 1 33 217
Burleigb 13 1 32 9 3 26 4 12 280
Cass 0 0 29 29 6 17 2 17 904
Cavalier A JU 31 23 2 26 i 12 431
Dickey 14 0 29 12 10 16 i IS 306
Divide 15 0 A AS 13 13 i 6 69
Eddy 2 2 32 27 23 o A 1 10*>
Emmons 52 n 25 1 0 7 0 13 395
Foster 0 28 19 3 18 3 28 520
Golden Valley 0 0 59 12 0 27 2 0 49
Grand Forks 1 0 1A 50 5 23 3 <4 562
Grant H 0 AO 17 '7 13 1 8 rJL4
Griggs l 1 13 65 7 o 2 9 295
Hettinger 13 A 36 9 3 13 A 18 159
Kidder 20 3 12 25 A 20 1 15 285
LaMoure 11 1 33 8 8 18 3 18 491
Logan 60 0 1A 11 2 5 0 8 242
McHenry 7 A 28 3A 6 11 1 9 504
McIntosh 73 2 19 0 0 0 0 6 124
McKenzie 33 rri 3? 7 0 0 0 20 15
McLean 12 11 3o 1A 10 7 1 11 483
Mercer 34 6 37 12 6 5 0 0 100
MortoD 6 1 63 21 A 2 0 3 172
Mountrail 0 1 25 A9 2 9 1 13 347
Nelson 0 0 11 55 6 16 2 10 486
Oliver 19 0 29 1A A 24 0 10 59
Pembina 0 0 21 11 2 29 20 17 561
Pi erce 24 0 5 38 A 7 0 21 372
Ramsey 2 0 lo A6 A 13 2 17 976
Ransom 1 0 20 A7 A 15 2 11 389
Renville 0 1 22 31 10 22 1 13 277
Richland 0 0 A8 29 2 A 16 317
Rolette 0 0 12 32 S 22 13. 13 182
tTable T ill {continued)
DESCENT OF NORTH DAKOTA HIGH SCHOOL EHROUMSRT IN PERCENTAGE
County
Ger.
Rus. Rus. Ger. Norse Swede
Scotch 
Irish  
Fag- . Fr.
All
others Total
Sargent 1 0 15 35 20 10 3 16 345
Sheridan 36 6 42 3 1 1 0 11 145
Stark 15 6 32 5 2 12 9 27 837
Steele 0 0 4 49 7 4 0 36 135
Stutsman 2 0 35 7 4 26 5 21 218
Towner 5 2 24 33 5 18 0 13 192
Tra il 1 0 7 S3 1 5 0 rw 595
Welsh 0 c 5 39 5 16 4 31 883
Ward 3 2 22 32 2 27 0 12 327
Wells 2 1 56 20 2 8 1 10 5S5
Williams 0 0 10 54 S 6 1 21 517
No replies to questionnaires were received frcm the following counties:
Dunn, Sioux, end Slope.
With regards to higher education the Gersnsn-Russians make a poorer 
showing than they do in high school enrollment. This must necessarily 
be true i f  their high school enrollment is proportionally below that of other 
nationalities. Table 12 gives the enrollment at North Dakota higher 
institutions of learning according to the leading nationalities in the 
atata. The information was obtained from questionnaires sent to the 
registrars of these institutions. An in the case of the questionnaires 
to high school superintendents relative to the nationalities of their
I •
high school pupils, some German-Russian college students have given their 
nationality as German. For instance, The Minot- Teachers College shows 
no German-Russian students enrolled. The writer is certain, however, 
that between ten and twenty German-Russian students are enrolled there.
i
Or the other hand the number 133 standing for the enrollment of German-
)
Russians at the Dickinson Teachers College includes both Germans 
toid German-Russians according to the registrar*s explanation. The 
Registrar*s figures were in  most cases taken from the students* 
registration  cards on which they had given their nationality. I t  is  the 
writer* s opinion that there are more German-Russisns attending 
institu tions o f higher learning than Table IX shows, but not many more. 
Sven i f  that figure were doubled or trebled, i t  would s t i l l  be too 
small to compare favorably with thb college attendance o f other 
nationa lities. A compensating factor is  the attendance o f a few German- 
Russisns in denominational colleges outside the state. The Geiman- 
Russiens may attenc denominational schools to a greater extent than
other nationalities
Table IX
ATTENDANCE at state institutions according to descent
Scotch
German Irish A ll
Russians Rus. Ger. Horse Swede Eng. Ft . others Total
Grand Forks 
University 2 10 258 404 97 424 37 596 1828
Fargo Agri 
College
•
1 4 276 449 106 948 1784®
Valley City 
Teachers 
College 3 1 210 167 40 261 682
Mayville
Teachers
College X x 59 251 19 69 4 74 478
Minot
Teachers
College 0 15 97 263 38 453 866
Dickinson
Teachers
College l 33b 4 45° 61 14 60 3 174 494
Kllendale 
Kor. & Ind. 
School 7 3 88 34 -11 48 9 33 233d
Wahpeton 
School of 
Science9
*
Bottineau 
school o f 
Forestry 0 0 29 33 9 56 127
Total U7 38 1062 1662 334 601 53 2595 6492
^Represents enrollment of second semester up to Jan. 25, 1940 
°Genaan and German-Russian
german plus some other nationality not including German-Rus si m  
^Number of students reporting; about 57JE enrollment 
®School has no data on nationalities of its  enrollment
Geman-Russians in Professions
Gbviousiy a people which does not send its  children to high schools 
and colleges cannot have many professional people among them. The 
German-Russians are eonspecious for their absence in professions. Among 
the thousands of them the writer knows personally, not one is a medical 
doctor or a dentist, two or thres are lawyers, and a few are teachers 
and pastors ana priests. In commerce and trades they are likewise rare. 
There are a number of small businessmen among them; very few control 
lar^e business establishments. To this day they have clung to farming with 
only an occasional one going into business in a nearby country village, 
to the factories in the cities, or to college to take up s profession. 
Whatever he is, the German-Russian is not a white-collar worker. The 
one ambition of many Catholic German-Russinns is to send their sons and 
daughters to seminaries and convents with the hope that they w ill be 
accepted for pries s and nuns, for, in their eyes, priests and sisters are 
secure both in this world and in the next.
Very li t t le  published material on the German-Eussians in the 
professions is available. However, this matter is easily observable.
Table Z is  the result of an attempt to learn how many German-Russians 
are teachers in North bakota schools with high school departments. 
Questionnaires were sent to a ll high school superintendents in the state 
from whom approximately 275 replies were received. With the exception of 
unintentional errors made by superintendents in recording the nationalities 
of their teachers, the table should be accurate. It  shows the German-
Russians far behind other nationalities in the teaching professions. 
In rural and departmental schools -without nigh schools the percentage 
of German-Russian teachers should be higher.
Table T
DESCENT OF NORTH DAKOTA TEACHERS 
IN SCHOOLS WITH HIGH SCHOOL DEPftHTMBHTS
Scotch
Countv
Ger.
Pus. Rue. Ger. Norse Swede
Irish
Sag. Ft.
A ll
Others Total
1i
Adams 0 0 Q -7... 1 4 1 0 13
. )
Barnes 0 0 8 26 2 17 1 10 64 j
Benson 4 0 1 21 3 13 0 0 42
i
Billings 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2
Bottineau 0 0 11 12 0 9 7 10 49
Bowmen 0 0 6 7 2 3 0 1JL 19
Burke 4 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 9
Burleigh 1 0 19 2 0 9 3 36
Cass 2 0 15 32 5 12 0 l 67
Cavalier 0 0 o/ 12 X 15 2. 13 52
Dickey 0 5 0 4 1 4 0 0 14
Divide 0 0 ■c 6 0 0 1 0 9
Lady 0 0 3 4 3 2 0 0 12
Canons 11 0 11 5 0 5 0 2 34
Foster 5 0 l 14 5 3 1 1 35
Golden Valley 0 0 4 3 0 3 0 1 11
Grand Forks u 0 6 27 7 17 0 x. 63
Grant 4 0 2 0 0 6 2 0 14
Griggs 0 0 2 16 1 5 0 4 28
Hettinger 0 0 9 0 0 7 0 2 18
Kidder 0 0 3 9 0 7 0 1 20 i
LaMoure 10 0 14 11 3 11 2 4 55
Logec
McHenry
McIntosh
1
2
7
0
1
0
8
12
0
4
22
0
0
2
0
5
13
0
T
X
0
0
t
0
23
58
7
.
McKenzie 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2
McLean 1 1 5 8 1 5 0 2 23
Mercer 5 0 1 2 0 1 0 X , 9
Morton 0 0 1 4 1 5 0 2 13
Mountrail 0 0 3 12 0 6 0 10 31
NeiscE 0 0 7 28 0 5 0 3 43
Oliver 1 0 i 2 2 1 1 0 8
Perabina 0 0 i 7 0 4 10 5 27
Pierce 1 0 4 11 1 14 0 5 36
Table X {continued)
DESCENT 0? NORTH DAKOTA TEACHERS
is  schools; with high school E&flgaa&ES
County
Ger.
Rus. Rus. Ger. Norse- Swede
Sco+ch
Irish
Eng. FT.
All
Others Tot el
Bsznsey 0 0 4 21 2 12 2 9 10
Ransom 1 0 Q 25 6 9 0 C 50
Renville 1 0 i 1 3 8 1 0 21
Richland 6 0 21 7 1 6 1 2 38
Rolette 0 0 ** 1 3 3 0 0 13
Sargent 0 5 12 3 11 0 5 37
Sheridan 0 L 3 3 2 0 1 0 10
Stark 2 0 23 2 i u 0 3 15
Steele 0 c 0 8 r\4. 3 1 1 15
Stut £Ean 3 0 8 3 0 11 0 3 28
Towner 0 0 2 9 1 6 0 5 23
Train 2 nw 5 33 2 5 0 1 18
Walsh 0 0 3 16 6 10 2 9 18
Sard 1 0 1 9 1 6 0 1 18
Wells 2 0 1 15 0 6 0 5 30
Williams 0 0 1 9 l 7 0 15 33
Totals 78 s 269 500 77 331 39 150 U56
No questionna1ret received front these counties: Dunn, Sioux, end Slope.
The Economic Status of the German-Russians 
Whether or not the German-Russian people ere as secure economically
&3 are the people of other nationalities within the state is en 
interesting question that is  d if f ic u lt  to answer. Having once determined 
their economic statue, i t  would be even sure interesting to determine 
the causes of that sv tus. I e it the people themselves or is it
external circumstances and chcnce that placed them in their particular
economic niche?
Ob the whole it car be said that the economic will twliyiu. o f the 
German-Ruesians is  below that of the other leading nationalities in the 
state. There are reasons. In migrating from central South Dakota north-
ward they settled on the poorer land in North Dakota. They got very 
litt '.e  of the richer land in the eestern half of North Dakota. The 
fe-.tr who farm there at the present time are renters, and i f  owners, they 
got their land through purchase. Coupled with their poorer lend is  the 
less favorable climate in the western and central part of North Dakota. 
Droughts, due to insufficient ra in fa ll and dry, eastern winds, are more 
common in their area than in eastern North Dakota. Since these people 
ere practically a l l  farmers, poor crops d-inrinhh their economic well-being 
more so than they do for other nationalities who have spread their 
interests. As farmers tney have stood practically alone. They have no 
zrell-to—do relatives end friends in. business and in the professions to 
help them. They have specialized too much in farming, and when crops 
fa iled  as they have almost consistently during the last decade, the 
German-Russians became poor people. These are the external reasons for 
the economic backwardness of the German-Ruralans. There are also 
innate or personal reasons for their economic vec:<wardnsss.
As farmers there is  much lacking in the German-Eussians. While they 
are industrious, th rifty  and ambitious, they leek training, in itiative, 
imagination, and diversity of interest that is  necessary for successful 
fanning at the present time. They are too prone to farm es their fathers 
did in Russia. They are slow to change, slow to conform to newer methods, 
and the methods demanded by their type of soil and climate. They are, 
firs t  of a l l ,  extensive farmers. Their main ambition is to farm many 
acres. Too many of them care l i t t le  how well their farming is done. 
Secondly, they are one-crop farmers. They know l i t t le  about and care less
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for diversified farming* Up to the preseat time they have depended too 
much on wheat crops. Too many o f them have neglected dairying, cattle, 
hogs, poultry and feed raising. They have neglected the steady, day to 
day, farm income in favor of a large fa l l  income. Their system of one- 
crop farming they have brought with them from Russia where dairying and 
meat producing were not profitable. In Russia the one-crop method was 
successful. There they needed l i t t le  money. There was l i t t le  to buy. 
whatever they needed, machinery and tools included, was made on their 
farms, or in their, v illages . In Russia they had l is t le  opportunity for 
spending money. V illages with two or three thousand inhabitants had 
only one or two gaal 1 stores the stock of which would not f i l l  the 
shelves o f the general merchandise store in a North Dakota T illage.
Most of the things they needed they obtained at the bazaars through 
barter. In their new North Dakota homes they found things reversed. Here 
everything had to be bought with money, end so many more things were 
needed, when they didn’ t have the cash, they ussd their credit. In 
time their credit and farms were gone. In one Pierce County township 
of good so il, inhabited and homesteaded purely by German-Russian farmers, 
only eight or ten of the original homesteaders s t i l l  own their land.
The others have lost theirs through foreclosures. Farmers of a l l  
nationalities have losr their farms through foreclosures. The German- 
Russian farmers h'.ve been especially unfortunate in this respect.
No farmers are more reluctant to diversify than the Germaa-Sussians. 
None are more determined to stay away from dairy!ry and raising animal s 
for slaughter. The older German-Russian men considered it  beneath their
dignity "to milk, and. this chore on th©ir farms is  most often done by the 
women, For a long time they were inept in raising corn and feed crops.
They knew too l i t t le  about legumes, rotation and soil conservation. To 
this day a North Dakota farm with a large barn and silo  is  more than like ly  
to be the home of a Scandinavian or .American farmer. On the other hand, 
a farm with an inconspicious bam and without a s ilo  is  more than like ly  
to be the home of a German-Russian farmer. Especially wanting are they 
in animal breeding. To than a l l  animals are alike. That herds can be 
improved by providing them with good s i^ re s  is  a fact they have not yet 
learned.
One method o f determining the economic situation o f the Geiman- 
Sussian people is  to study their participation in public re lie f programs 
during the last several years. Their re lie f  receipts should be a fa ir  
indication of their economic status. Unfortunately this is  a d ifficu lt  
undertaking. While adequate records on re lie f disbursements are 
available, they are prepared in terms of po litica l subdivisions rather than 
according to nationality of the recipients. One must rely on personal 
observation for a discussion o f this subject. From personal observation 
the writer fee ls ju stified  in saying that the Geiman-Ruseians have been 
more dependent upon re lie f  than their neighbors of other nationalities. 
Their needs may not have been greater than that of other nationalities, but 
their demands for and acceptance of re lie f  has been greater. The writer 
is  convinced that the German-Russians are not afraid to ask for, nor too 
proud to accept re lie f. It  is  more than likely  that their needs have been
:greater than those of other nationalities. There are several reasons for. ]
their greater need, -among them are larger families, a greater proportion 
Ox farmers, less farming ability manifesting itse lf in less diversification 
and less home produced produce and year—around farm income. Their poverty i s ; 
often due to raising too many children and not enough cows.
Table SI is  a comparison of two similar toratskips, the inhabitants
ii
of which are well known to the writer. Township A is  settled exclusively
• 1 • . • . « • 
by German-Russians; Township B by Scandinavians and -Americans but mostly
by people of Norse descent. A ll other factors are much alike. Both were
settled about the same time. They are in the same longitude and county
and only twelve miles apart. Note the contrast in farmers receiving
federal assistance.
Table H
COMPARISON OF GEBMAN-EUSSIAN AND SCANDINAVIAN 
INHABITED TOWNSHIPS
Township A 
German-Pussi an 
1938-39 1939-40
Township B 
Scandinavian 
193S-39 1939-40
No. inhabitants, 1930 census 215 215 187 187
Farm Security Clientsa 28 7 15 2
No. Farm Units*5 26 — 37 —
No. Acres Owner Operated0 8000 — 8840 —
Assessed Valuation #101,214 #104,915 #145,239 #150,289
No. .miles railroad 2k 2k 0 0
No. rural schools 3 3 2 2
Grade Enrollment 46 43 26 26
Percent attendance 95 89 93 95
C ertified  eligible for re lie f by Farm Security Administration. Infor­
mation was obtained from County Welfare Office.
Number of separate farms
b, cinformation v/as obtained from County Soil Conservation Office
It  is apparent from Table 21 that the Genaan-Bussian farmers in 
Township A need and receive more public assistance than their Norse 
neighbors in Township B. Their families are larger. They have more 
children in school and have a greeter educational burden. However, much 
of the poverty in Township A is due to their method of farming.
Continuous cropping has depleted their soil to the point where its returns 
do not support them. Through lack of diversification and insistence 
on wheat farming, they were forced upon public re lie f. The people in 
Township B on the other hand long ago started dairying, hog, cattle, 
and poultry raising. . «hen the weather was unfavorable or their soil gave 
out, they were sole to maintain themselves from these sources. Methods 
of faming had its  effect upon the assessed valuation of the two town­
ships. In the latter the buildings, land, and herds were kept from 
deteriorating, whereas in the former no efforts appear to have been made 
to perserve the property.
Table XII gives the number of re lie f clients in Pierce County for 
the fiscal years 1938-39 and 1939-40 under the different re lie f programs 
according to the two leading nationalities. The Norse and Swedish 
nationalities were combined because it is difficult to distinguish between 
the two from their nam- s. Since the Swedish people in the county are so 
few as to be negligible, their combination for this purpose will not 
appreciably affect the results. Nationalities of the clients were deter­
mined by their names. Inasmuc1' as the writer knows raont of the German- 
Russians on the re lie f lists  and since the names of the Scandinavians 
indicate their nationality, the results should be fa irly  accurate. A ll
other nationalities in the county were lumped because it was difficult 
to te ll their nationalities from the list of names and because there 
were so few of each one nationality. For instance, there are only 
410 people of German descent in the county, and only a few of these on 
the re lie f lists.
Because so many factors enter into the situation creating the need 
for re lie f, it is difficult and venturesome to say that one nationality 
is more prone to receive re lie f than another. However, where observation 
reveals the German-Buss ians living in the same county, township, and 
even section occupied by their Norse neighbor receiving re lie f when the 
latter do not receive it , one is  forced to the conclusion that the German** 
Russians are less capable of supporting themselves, and are on a lower 
economic level than are their neighbors of other nationalities. Table XII 
shows the German-Russians receiving a greater amount of re lie f than any 
other nationality group in the county, relatively end absolutely.
Table XII
FIERCE COUNTY RELIEF CLIENTS ACCORDING TO 
LEADING NATIONALITIES6
Number and Nationality of Clients
German -  Russian Norse and Swede A ll Others
Tyne of Relief 1938-39 1939-40 193S-39 1939-40 1938-39 1939-4<
Farm Security Adm. 361 79 113 13 123 15
Old Age Assistance 41 48 45 49 38 34
Works Progress Adm. 102 111 67 61 79 75
General Relief 184 140 85 64 101 8 8
Aid Dependent Child 14 15 7 7 6 7
Aid to Blind 0 0 1 1 r\4 2
Population
Number in County 3037 2254 3783
Per Cent of total
n
32 24 44
Table includes names of a ll  clients under each type of re lie f. In 
instances e particular client may have received two or three types 
of re lie f during one fiscal year. For example: an indigent laborer 
may be on KPA while living in town. I f  he should move to the country 
to farm, he might become eligible for FSA grants. Again, i f  a member 
of hie family shov’ d become sick, necessitating extraordinary 
expenditure, he wouj.u become eligible for general re lie f. This 
information was obtained from the Pierce County Welfare Office.
In fairness to the German-Russians in Pierce County it  must be said 
that the rainfall for the last tan years has been lighter in the section 
of the country where the greet majority of them live. In general their 
land is poorer than that inhabited by the other nationalities. The few 
people of other nationalities living in the German-Pussian section have 
also been on the re lie f lists . On the other hand the Gerraan-Russiuns 
who live in the best section of the county where the rainfall has been 
heaviest elso have been on the re lie f lists  to almost the same extent as 
their klnamen in the poorer section of the county. And again, in town­
ships of mixed nationalities the Gennan-Lussisns have been on re lie f to
e greater extent than tliair neighbors of other nationalities.
Table U I I  gives the re lie f picture for the entire state as of 
December, 1939* Nothing conclusive can be ^aid about the susceptibility 
of the Geircan-Russians to public re lie f since counties Tjithin the 
German-Hessian Triangle stand both at the bottom and next to the top 
in per cent of total population on re lie f. And, too, the state is too 
large, end too many factors enter into the picture to enable one person 
to speak from observation. Forever, it  is significient that most of the 
counties in the German-R-ussian Triangle are grouped near the center and 
top of the lis t .
Table H U
RELIEF FFOti ALL SOURCES TO NORTH DAKOTA. RESIDENTS 
FOR DECEMBER, 1939, BY COUNTIES10
County
Estimated 
No. Persons 
on Relief
Population 
1930 .....
# Popu­
lation  
on Relief
No.
German-
Russian
Percent
Gennan-
Russian
B illings 1230 3140 39.2 445 14
Ikanons 3580 12467 28.7 6574 52
McIntosh 2675 9621 27,8 6708 69
Williams 4990 19553 25.5 213 1
Kidder 1983 8031 24.7 2246 27
Eddy 1502 6346 23.7 261.2 41
Burke 2290 9998 22.9 46 .5
Rolette 2388 10760 22.2 106 1
Morton 4345 19647 22.1 6454 32
LaMoure 2401 11517 20.8 1580 13
Nelson 2052 10203 20.1 21 .2
Sioux 921 4687 39.7 1267 26
Di ckey 2076 10877 19.1 1613 14
Ward 6388 33597 19*0 1263 3
public Welfare Bulletin, North Dakota, December,193910
Table XIII fcontinued)
Estimated
No. Persona Population 
County___________ on Relief_____ 1930
% popu- No. Percent 
lation Gorman- Geiman- 
on Relief Russian Russian
Sargent 1749
Burleigh 3691
Barnes 3341
Foster 1132
Grant 1797
McKenzie 1711
Sheridan 1294
Stark 2680
JiCSTt 1106
Divide 1656
Benson 2230
Pierce 1506
Logan 1333
Grand Forks 5173
Mount-rail 2092
McHenry 2367
Mercer 1441
Bunn 1435
Stut sman 3924
Oliver 623
Ramsey 237S
Steele 995
Renville 1024
Bowman 712
Welle 1761
Bottineau 1926
McLean 2285
Cass 6076
Hansom 1378
Golden Valley 430
Richland 2393
Griggs 700
Slope 422
Towner 854
Pembina 1460
Trail 1091
Welsh 1701
Crvalier 1210
Hettinger 667
9298 18.8 59 .6
19769 18.7 2488 12
18804 17.8 ISO 1
6353 17.8 178 3
10134 17.7 4649 45
9709 17.6 291 3
7373 17.6 4150 56
15340 17.5 5292 34
6343 17.4 609 10
9636 17.2 192
13327 16.7 557 4
9074 l6.6 3037 32
8089 16.5 4647 57
31956 i6.2 867 3
13544 15.4 171 1
15439 15.3 3224 20
9516 15.1 4925 51
9566 15.0 3477 36
26100 15.0 4254 16
4262 14.6 1600 37
16252 14.6 1096 7
6972 14.3 20 .3
7263 14.1 49 .7
5119 13.9 264 5
13285 13.3 2818 21
14853 13.0 306 2
17991 12.7 3901 21
48735 12.5 507 1
10983 12.5 293 3
4122 11.6 24 .6
21008 11.4 ’ 49 .2
6889 10.2 9 .1
4150 10.2 319 8
8393 10.2 310 4
14757 9.9 249 2
12600 8.7 10 .1
20047 8.5 U5 .7
14554 8.3 810 6
8796 7.6 2342 26
Deliquency
There is no evidence that- the Geman-icussian people are criminally 
inclined to a greater extent than people of other nationalities, A ll 
evidence obtained, by the writer points to the contrary. It may be 
said, that the German-Russians have their share of involvement in petty 
crimes and bickerings, but manage tc avoid major crimes more so than 
people of other nationalities. There are several reasons for this.
They compose a small part cl the-city population where crime is more 
prevalent. They live  mostly on the farms where contacts with people 
outside their families are fewer and where opportunities for cosmaitting 
crimes are fewer. By nature they are timid. They do not take chance on 
being caught. Their strict discipline in homes and their thendency 
to avoid mingling is  conducive to a favorable no crime record. Their 
fervent faith should aid them to steer clear of crime tc some extent.
They contribute their share to the number of misdmeanors but are seldom 
involved in felonies. Probably only a ssail percentage of the inmates of 
•*rh9 penal institutions are Gennan-Russiaos, though no information was 
obtained on this subject.
Infomnation on the criminal tendencies of nationalities is 
difficu lt to obtain. The crime records do not always give the nation­
ality of the criminals. An attempt was made to get some information 
on this subject. The information contained in Tables XIV, XV, end XVI 
was obtained from a questionnaire sent to a ll county clerks of court 
lrt the state. Replies */ere received from forty c f them. The 
questionnaire asked for the number of court action in criminal, juvenile
and civ il proceedings and for the nationalities of the defendants. Many 
of the clerks of court, who responded to the questionnaire frenkly 
stated in their replies that they had to use their best judgment in 
determining the nationalities of many of the defendents. The fact that 
many actions involved several defendents complicated the problem of 
fi l lin g  out the questionnaire. Sufficient information may be deduced 
from their replies to enable the writer to say that the G-erman-Ihissian 
people contribute li t t le  to the-crime problem of the state. Their 
involvement in serious crimes is probably in a smaller proportion 
than that of the average citizen- Their experience in Russia has taught 
them to 3istrust lawyers ana courts. I f  there is one group that believes 
that a ll lawyers are dishonest, it  is  the Geraian-Ruseians. The practice 
of sett ling their differences among themselves they have brought with then 
from Russia to this country. Airing prohibition they were involved in 
many actions on the score of making and selling alcoholic beverages. 
Prohibition was foreign to them. They saw nothing wrong in violating' 
the prohibition laws.
Table HY is a summary of the replies received from forty clerks of 
court. It w ill be observed that several of than made no attempt to 
determine the nationalities of the defendents. They simply listed the 
number of court actions under the three headings in their counties. It 
is regretted that many of the clerks in the Gexman-Russien Triangle failed  
to respond. This table gives the figures exactly as they were given by
t. e clerk of courts.
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Table H V
n o u s  is  horee Dakota coustiss
COEDTSS TO KATIOKALTFIES
Court Actions Scotch . \
Grim-■ Juv- Ger. Ir ish A ll
County inal en ile C iv il Bus. Sue. Ger. Sorse Ssrsfie E n g . Fr. Others
Adams 2 0 52 l - ' H
Criminal 3 1 :
Juvenile ;
C iv il 4 29 1 35 1 ; j.i . *
Barnes 29 5 129
Criminal i .
Juvenile i
C iv il .
Benson 318 2 125
Criminal 15 2 8 1 79
Juvenile 2
C iv il
Bo^ aaen 5 0 47
Criminal 5
Juvenile
C iv il 15 51 2 20 2 10
Burk© 11 0 97
Criminal 2 6 3
Juvenile
C iv il 1 13 51 3 40
Cass 107 49 574
Criminal *
Juvenile
C iv il
Cavalier 5 2 65
Criminal 2 1 2
Juvenile 7 ‘
C iv il 5 38 12 15 9 25 • . .1 -
Divide 14 10 88
Criminal 2 7 1 4 i- ’•
Juvenile 3 4 3 V
C iv il 1 8 46 8 25 j
Dunn 68 1
Criminal i
Juvenile
C iv il 27 20 6 15 1 66
Eddy 5 4 45
Criminal 1 1 2 1
Juvenile 3 1
C iv il 3 15 7 5 6 10
i .. /
I.— -- - - ■
r -  ;
COURT ACTIONS IN NORTE DAKOTA COUNTIES 
ACCORDING TO NATIOI^ALITIES
Table 2TF (continued)
County
Court Actions 
Grim- Juv-
inal enile Civil
Ger.
Bus. Sue. Ger.
Scotch
Irish
Norse Swede Sn^. Fr.
A ll
Others
Emmons 3 rtr 65
•
Criminal 2 1 3
Juvenile 2 8 •a
Civil 20 — -1 16 2 2 17 \
Foster 13
Criminal 4 2 7
Juvenile V‘
Civil
Golden Val. 3 0 20 .
Criminal 1 1 1 ■ : V
Juvenile : \•
Civil 3 1 ■ 2 1 13
Grand Fks . 5 8 17 263
Criminal
Juvenile
Civil
Griggs 17 6?
Criminal 3 8 6
Juvenile
Civil 17 38 1 11
Kidder 1 v 45
Criminal 1
Juvenile 1
Civil 1 44
LaMoure 1$ 4 63
Criminal 4 3 2 3 3
Juvenile 1 1 1 1 v
Civil 12 * 12 22 9 10 7
McHen-y 24 2 104
Criminal 5 3 1 2 3 5
Juvenile 6 1
Civil 31 2 16 46 12 1 29
McKenzie $6 ni 72
Criminal 7 1 12 2
Juvenile 1 2 1 2
Civil 2 5 29 4 19 2
i
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tTable 23.7 (continued)
COURT ACTIONS IN NORTE DAKOTA COUNTIES 
ACCORDING TO NATIONALITIES
Court Actions Scotch.
Grim- Jut-  Ger. Irish A ll
Jounty inal cniie Civil Rus. Bus. Ger. Norse Swede Eng. Jr. Others
[cLean
Criminal
24 15 96 <v>0H 2 9
Juvenile 4 3 8
Civil 18__ 17 8 26 27-
Jercer
Criminal
10 3 62
2 2 1 5
Juvenile 1 2
Civil
iorton 17 6 115
50 10 nC
Criminal
Juvenile
Civil *
auntrail 
Criminal
17 1 20
2 7 1 7
Juvenile 1
Civil
[sl3on 8 83
4 8 1 7
Criminal
Juvenile
Civil
liver
Criminal
Juvenile
Civil
20
8 6 1 5
embiaa
Criminal
42 12 51
10 1 1 16 6 8
Juvenile 6 4 2 7
Civil
ierce 15 5 64
15 6 38 12 12
Criminal 5 1 1 . 13
Juvenile 1 1 1 3
Civil
emsey
Criminal
Juvenile
Civil
52 16 143
33 12 18 8
r  r.
Table XT? (continued)
COURT ACTIONS IN NORTE DAKOTA COUNTIES 
ACCORDING TO NATIONAUCTIES
County
Court
Crim­
inal
Actions 
Juv­
enile Civil
Ger.
Kus. Rus, Ger. Norse
Scot eh 
Irish
Syrede Sqs;. Fr.
A ll
others
Ransom 39
Criminal 9 17 1 10 1
Juvenile
Civil
Richland 18 132
Criminal 50 56 52
Juvenile 4 6 3
Civil 5 6 7
Rolette 54 4 37 '
Criminal 34
Juvenile 2 2
Civil 4 3 30
Sargent 15 7 80
Criminal 2 5 2 1 5
Juvenile rv 4 1
Civil 15 40 18 7
Sheridan *« 80
Criminal 1
Juvenile
Civil
Slope 2
Criminal 2
Juvenile
Civil
Stark 10 5 1S7
Criminal 4 2 7
Juvenile 2 4
Civil 78 22 135
Stutsman 79 240
Criminal
Juvenile
Civil
Traill 34 5 62
Criminal 2 14 12 2 4
Juvenl La 
Civil
5
4610 6
c~ “  
J J
COURT ACTIONS UK NORTH DAKOTA COUNTIES 
ACCORDING TO NATIONALITIES
Table XIV (continued)
)untv
Court Actions 
Grim- Tuv- 
inal enile Civil
Ger.
Rus. Rus. Ger. Norse
Scotch
Irish
Swede Eng» Fr.
A ll
others
Lsh 29 6 IbO
'i'ninal 1 1 11 2 11
iveniie 1 2 3
Lvii --^ 12 50 2 19 8 38
7Q 69 36 519
~iminal
iveniie
.r ii
ilisns 35 6 218
riminal 3 1 5 2 21
iveniie 1 2
LVil
;als 1036 212 1399 381 61 3S9 810 55 266 59 962
> rep lies were received from the clerks o f courts o f the following thirteen 
nanties; B illin gs , Bottineau, Burleigh, Dickey, Grant, Hettinger, Logan, 
ilntosh, Renville, Sioux, Steele, Towner and Wells.
Table XV gives the number o f court actions under the criminal, juvenile, 
id c iv i l  categories as reported l y  the forty  clerks o f court3 ahc replied to 
a- questionnaire, and in addition, the Gerraan-Russien and the Norse populations 
ir  each county and their percentages o f the to ta l population. There eppesrs 
:> be no correlation between the German-Russian population and the number o f 
curt actions. On the other hand, the counties that have a large Norse populat­
ion also have a large number o f court actions. However, i t  cannot be inferred 
bat the Norse people have a greater tendency to be brought before the 
oerts than have people o f other nationalities. They do not congrs^ate in North 
%V;ota c it ie s  where the greatest number o f court actions take place, but these j
curt act'ons do act necessarily involve the Norse to a greater extent then
ther nationalities.
fI
Table XT
COURT ACTIONS WITH GERMAN-RUSSIAN AND NORSE POPULATION IN HUMBER AMD
PERCENTAGE ET COUNTIES
Court Actions
County
Crisi- Jure- Civil 
nal nile
German
Russ.
4 German 
Reiss.
Horse per cent 
Horse
Adams 2 0 53 609 10 1273 30
Bsrnee 29 5 12S 180 1 4462 24
P9nson 118 2 125 557 4 4292 32
Billings 445 14 139 4
Bottineau 306 2 3941 27
Boy?i an 5 0 a v 264 5 970 19
Burke 11 0 57 45 .5 2525 26
Purleisn 2488 12 1499 3
Cass 107 49 574 507 1 911S 19
Cavalier c 2 65 810 6 2136 15
Dicker 1613 14 800 7
Divide 14 10 88 192 2 4309 44
Dunn 0 0 68 3477 35 1024 11
2nd;- 5 4 4-5 166 *“i 1130 18
Emeons 3 7 65 6574 52 3S3 3
Poster 13 178 3 919 14
Golden
Talley 3 0 20 24 .6 344 8
Grand Porks 58 17 268 867 3 8576 2?
Grant 4649 45 415 4
Griggs 17 0 67 o .1 3123 45
Hettinser 2342 26 529 7
Kidder 1 1 45 2246 27 834 10
Lakoure 15 4 68 1580 13 492 4
Logan 4647 57 347 3
McH enry 24 2 x y -. 3224 30 2718 16
McIntosh 6708 69 50
McXenzi e 56 7 72 291 3 2999 39
McLean 24 15 96 3901 21 2101 11
Mercer 10 3 62 4925 51 243 3
Morton 17 6 115 6454 32 1022 5
Mountrail 1? 1 30 171 1 4401 32
Nelson 8 0 83 21 .2 4241 42
Oliver r\V 0 20 1600 37 156 4
Pembina 12 51 249 2 772 5
Pierce 15 5 64 3037 32 1968 21
Parse;-- 52 16 1*13 1096 6 3902 23
Ransom 39 293 3 2727 25
Renville 49 .7 1422 20
Richland 18 5 132 49 .2 3805 18
Rolette 34 4 37 106 1 1493 14
■Table XV (continued)
COURT ACTIONS «TTE GEE.iAN-HUSSIAN AND NORSE POPULATION IN NUMBER 
AND percentage by counties
County
Court Actions 
Crimi- Juve- Civil 
nal d i e
German
Russ.
$ German 
Russ.
Ncrse Per cent 
Norse
Sargent 15 ? 30 59 .6 1753 19
Sheridan 1 0 80 1150 56 2U 3
Sioux 1267 26 H I 3
Slone 2 0 0 319 8 519 13
SterE 10 5 187 5292 31 563 1
Steele 20 .8 2957 12
Stutsman 79 0 210 1251 16 1107 1
Towner 310 1 HQ 6 17
Trail 31 5 62 10 .1 6261 50
Walsh 29 6 160 115 .7 1809 21
Ward 69 36 519 1263 3 6665 19
Welle 2818 21 2216 16
Williams 35 6 218 213 1 6215 32
The figures c:ontsined on Tebie XVI were obtained from the same
source as those on Tables XT7 and XV. Table XVI gives the number of court
actions under the criminal, juvenile, end civil categories and the
percentages the Geman-Russiar and Nor•se populations are of the total
population for each county in the 0eiman-Rue el an Triangle. 1Table XVI
shows few criminal end juvenile actions in this area
Table AVI
COURT ACTIONS and GZSJaS-HJSSIAN AND KOESS POPULATIONS Bi PERGBJFAGZ 
IN GSSLAN-HJSSCLSS TELaJGLL
County Criminal Juvenile Civil
£ Population 
Gersan-Kuss. £ Population Norse
Burleigh 12 8
Dickey 14 7
IXinn 0 0 68 36 11
Sssons o 7 65 52 3
Grant 45 4
Hettinger 26 7
Kidder 1 1 45 27 10
LaMoure 15 K 63 13 4
Logan 57 3
McHenry 24 2 104 20 16
McIntosh 69 • 5
McLean 32 15 96 21 l l
Mercer 10 3 62 51 3
Morton 17 6 115 32 5
Oliver 0 0 20 37 4
Pierce 15 CS 64 32 21
Hensev 52 16 143 6 23
Sheridan 1 G 80 56 3
Sioux 26 3
Stark 10 > 187 34 4
Stut mar. 7 9 0 240 16 4
WtiTd 6 9 36 549 3 19
Wells 21 16
No replies were received from the clerks o f  courts in the .following counties: 
Burleigh, Dickey, Grant, Hettinger, Logan, McIntosh, Siovtr, end Wells.
The Gezuian-Bussisn People in P o lit ic s  
Respite the prevalent b e lie f that the Getnsr-Russian people lack 
interest in  governmental a ffa irs , the writer is  o f the opinion that the 
opposite is  true. Living on the farms they lack opportunity and tra in ­
ing to take part in the a ffa irs  o f the ir government. The fact that few 
o f than are o f f ic e  holders does not mean that they are not interested.
They evidence a ksen in terest in issues and candidates and are often 
good voters i f  not wits ones. In  the understanding o f issues and 
candidates they are wanting. This is  in part due to their lack o f 
a b ility  to read and understand the Aaericfiii language. Their opinions 
are often molded by German-language newspapers. Prom Eussia they brought 
with them a suspicious attitude toward government o f f ic ia ls .  They distrust 
especially the well-groomed and cultured appearing candidate. They have 
always ,:eld ir. contempt the while—co lla r class. Hence a candidate on 
their own le v e l o f culture enG appearance appeals to them. So does the 
rough unrefined campaigner. Hot being well—read they have d iff icu lty  in 
understanding the p o lit ic a l issues before them. To them the candidates mean 
more than the issuer or platforms. They are not greatly concerned with 
princip les. A ll is  fa ir  in p o lit ic s . They ere easily swayed by emotional 
appealp. They consid-.-r themselves the downtrouoen class and therefore 
feel that they cai gain by change. Their naivete makes them expect 
something fo r  nothing, hence they most often support the candidates that 
u-ouise the most. Not being fam iliar with American procedure they era 
impatient and easy preys o f panaceas or cure-all promises. They like the
1 ni s* 0
rough, boisterous, dramatic, and unprincipled campaigner. To them 
the end ju stifies the means.
* -  Russia they pa-rtzcipated in cooperative fire  insurance and 
cooperative provisional granaries for the poor. Some villages even had 
cooperative accident insurance. Herding and grazing farm stock was done 
cooperatively. Tree planting was compulsory but was done cooperatively 
by the people of the villages. Cue to the investment of the Russian 
government in the colonies and their significience to that government, 
there was much regimentation of colonial affa irs. The saloons ana the 
railroads were government owned and operated. Liquor was cheap; railroad 
and fire  insurance rates were low; cooperative herding was convenient, 
and compulsory tree planting became one of their great assets. It is  
probably for these reasons that cooperatives and government ownership 
appeal to them.
They are suspicious of the man who makes money and who apparently 
ooes not work. To then, only such activities that callous the hands is 
-ork. They are not aware of time, place, and form utility . People 
xh<r.t make money henciin^ harm prouuce are robbing the farmers, in their 
opinion. *hat>ver pro:its are made belongs to the farmer or the state, 
most of them ere 'peoeed to big business.
In proportion to tbeir number in the state the Genaan-Ruasians hold 
low political offices. Lven in counties where they number a substantial 
portion of the population, they nave difficulty in getting elected to
Jealousy end bickering often keep them from supporting cendidatesoffice.
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of their own nationality. Until recent years few of them ’.fere capable of 
holding public offices. Their ignorance and credulity often makes them the 
pawn of demogogues. Their suspiciousness makes them distrust the 
scrupulous and principled. As a result their support has often gone to 
causes and candidates which have been detrimental to the state.
Upon their arrival many of the Catholic German-Eussians became 
democrats. Democrats they remained until the coming of the Non-Partisen 
League. In the Geman-Bussisn. communities the League made rapid 
progress; there it gained many members. To it they gave money for 
memberships and schemes. To the League or its  Heir they cling to this 
day.
Much of the turbulent- and regretful political activities in the state 
during the last eight years would not have been possible i f  it had not 
received the almost solid and consistent support of the German-Pussier
|* ' , , I
voters. Table ZVII gives the votes cast for William Larger and his 
nearest opponents at the general elections for the years 1932, 1936, 1938, antf 
the Geman-Bu3sian population in percentage for a ll the counties in the 
state. This table reveals that Mr. Langer has received a consistently
strong support Id those counties that have a heavy German-Pussian
population.
!
Table mi
VOTES CAST POR LANGES X.TD :3ARSST OP?ON3sT IN GENERAL ELECTIONS TOR 
YEARS 1932, 1935, and 1938 AND G3HMAjfc>SUSSLAN POPULATION IN PERCENTAGE
BY COUNTIES1-"
County
1932
Danger Opponent Langer
1935
Opponent
1933
Laager Opponent
Pcpul.
Ger.-Russ.
Adams 1728 651 738 969 922 983 10
Barnes 3975 3342 2035 3496 2497 5153 1
Benson 3239 1438 1983 1465 2312 2433 4
3illin&s 651 354 614 391 525 499 14
Botti near. 3278 2008 2342 2141 2755 2539 2
Bomsan 1505 552 764 655 700 1005 5
Burke 1894 1412 1682" 1295 1595 1649 • 5
Burleigfc 4597 3812 2850 3450 3275 5705 12
Cass 8120 10819 5292 9293 6115 12745 1
Cavalier 2581 2421 2274 3053 2455 2551 6
Dickey 2139 2154 1549 1655 1831 1393 14
Divide 2420 8SS 1538 1043 152? 1474 2
Dunn 1702 1174 1604 1011 156? 1461 36
Eddy 1733 715 1015 846 1091 1411 .2
Sssons 2234 1683 1879 1367 2259 1855 52
Poster 1212 1147 864 923 1010 1294 3
Golden
Valley 907 639 330 718 440 836 .5
Grand Bks,,5177 7050 3914 6284 5288 7440 3
•Grant 2403 1083 1740 1138 1876 1151 45
Griggs 1449 865 845 966 885 1765 .1
Hettinger 3372 1043 1638 987 1560 1187 26
Kidder 1885 364 1507 926 1695 1135 27
LoMoure 2465 1915 1884 1758 1970 2278 13
Logan 1785 323 1554 759 1621 1199 57
McHenry 3257 2039 2413 221? 2642 2776 20
McIntosh 2423 90? 1900 1201 18V1 1524 69
McKenzie 2372 1068 1405 103? 1780 1628 3
McLean 3807 2005 342? 1617 3617 2508 21
Mercer 1911 912 2006 534 2136 1203 51
Morton 3970 3108 3526 2370 3764 3052 32
Mount rai 1 2535 1S82 2059 1165 2366 1790 1
Nelson 2043 2012 1363 1533 1709 2340 .2
Oliver 1010 385 803 520 881 589 37
Pembina 2521 2915 1879 3059 2339 3264 2
Pierce 1702 1457 1774 1220 2029 1519 32
Bains ay 2471 3306 1917 2400 2495 3814 6
Ransom 2583 1734 1169 1878 1193 2854 3
Renville 1270 1303 912 963 1140 1272 .7
Richland 4374 3018 2543 2550 3296 4231 • 2
Rolette 3030 1313 1506 1477 2527 1693 i
Table XVII (centinusd)
VOTES CiiST FOE LINGER. iiND NEAREST OPPONENT IN GENERAL ELECTION FOE 
YEARS 1932, 1936, and 1938 AND GERMAN-HTSSIAN POPULATION IN PERCENTAGE
BY COUNTIES*1
1932 ~ 1936 ‘  '1938 TPopul. j
County Langer Opponent Langer Opponent Langer Opponent Ger.'
Sargent 1978 1433 1169 1495 1481 1838 .6
Sheridan 1707 701 1865 577 1762 914 56
Sioux 1157 428 390 437 906 577 26
Slope 1082 46 5 548 482 60S 661 8
Stark 2621 3250 2346 1883 2527 2770 34
Steele 1654 959 1203 953 1253 1476 •3
Stut snan 37 55 4767 3380 3294 3622 4314 16
Towner 1710 1177 1269 1061 1294 1537 4
Trail 2742 2065 1753' 2101 1898 2898 .1
Walsh 1724 5390 2555 2863 3508 3652 .7
Ward 5739 6363 3956 5154 4605 7522 3
Wells 3051 1736 2462 1472 2523 2221 21
Williams 3880 2594 2302 2582 2391 3817 1
Totals 134231 109863 99750 95697 112007 131907
Table XVIII gives the votes cast for Mr. Larger and Ms nearest opponents 
at the general elections for the years 1932, 1938, and 1938 in the Gerraan- 
Ruesisn Triangle. It is clear from a study of this table that the Germsn- 
Eussian people ere consistent supporters of Mr. Langer. It makes clear their 
loyalty to a candidate once they have placed their confidence in him. It is 
evident that he owes his 1938 election to the people in this ares. So strong j
j
is hie support in the Genraan-Ruseisn communities that he is able to overcome 
the heavy anti-Larger vote cast in such cities as Bismarck, Devils Lake end 
Minot which ere located in the Triangle. That his success at the polls is to 
t large extent due to the German-Eussian support as well as that of other for­
eign elementj appears obvious. Mr. Larger*s election contests ere used in 
this study because he personifies political tvrbulency in North Dakota, end
because he is one of the few candidates who has been on the ticket et most
*
of the elections during the last decade.
■^Abstract of Votes Cast at the North Dakota General Elections 
for the years 1932, 1934* end 1938.
Table XVTII
VOTES CAST FOR LANGER AND NEAREST 
IN THE GERMAN-EUSSIAN TRIANG:
KENTS
County
1932
Longer Opponent
1936
Larger Opponent Longer
1938
Opponent
Burleigh 4597 3812 2860 3450 3276 ?705
Di cfcey 2139 2154 1549 1655 1891 1893
Dunn 1702 1174 1604 1011 j.567 1461
3&r,aons 2234 1683 1S7Q 1367 2269 1855
Grant 2403 1083 1740 1138 1876 1151
Hettinger 2072 1048 1638 987 1560 1187
Kidder 1385 864 1507 926 1695 1135
LaMoure 2465 1915 1884 1758 1970 2278
Lo« an 1785 923 1554 759 1621 1199
McHenry 3257 2089 2419 2217 2642 2776
McIntosh 2423 909 1900 1201 1871 1524
McLean 3807 2005 3427 1617 3617 2508
Mercer 1°11 912 2006 534 2136 1203
Morton 3970 3108 3526 2370 3764 3052
Oliver 1010 385 803 520 881 589
Pierce 1702 1457 1774 1220 2029 1519
Ramsey 2471 3606 1917 2400 2495 3814
Sheridan 1707 707 I 865 579 1762 914
Sioux 1157 428 890 437 906 577
Stark 2621 3250 2346 1883 2527 2770
Stutsman 3755 4767 3380 3294 3622 43H
Ward 5739 6363 3956 5154 4605 7522
Wells 3051 1736 2462 1472 2523 2221
Totals 59,863 46,378 48,886 37,947 53,105 53,167
Table XDC gives the votes cast for Mr. Laager and his nearest oppon­
ents for the general elections of the years 1932, 1936, and 1938 in four 
Pierce County precincts o f almost solid German-Russion inhabitants. It  
illu stra tes  the ir characteristic of voting for a candidate or issue in 
e solid block. Their voting in. these piecincts is  certainly a fine 
example of loyalty. An examination or other precincts with heavy German-
“ Abstract o f \  >s Cast at the North Dakota General Elections
fo r the Yeare 1932, 1934, end 1938*
i n s  I
Russian populations would reveal, the seme situation,. In Pierce 
County the German-Ruseian precincts could be selected from the election 
returns, ana the vote for Larger is in proportion to the German- 
Russian population.
Table SIX
VOTES CAST FOR LANGES AND 20SAB2ST OPPONENTS 
IN GERMAN-SUSSLAN PRECINCTS1^
1932 1936 L93S
Precincts Langer Opponent Larger Opponent Larger Opponent
J efferson 80 9 82 7 98 6
Alexander 102 1 107 20 93 9 1
Sandale 54 10 63 8 52 5
Belts Village 66 24 67 37 88 19
Total 302 44 319 72 331 39
13Abstract of Votes Cast in Pierce County, op. cit.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
REHABILITATION AND UPLIFT OF THE GE2MA3-5USSIAN PEOPLE 
!<!u.ch concern is  often expressed over the backwardness and hard let of the
few thousand Indians in North Dakota. Great interest is evidenced on every 
side in the illiterate  mountaineers. Social workers write volumes about the 
poverty of the poor whites on the Southern plantations. Sympathy for the "back­
ward and underprivileged is easily aroused, and often plans and programs for 
their rehabilitation are the result. In the last few years the federal govern- 
nent has undertaken the rehabilitation of many underprivileged groups.
In North Dakota there are nearlv one hundred thousand German-Pus clans who 
though not as indolent as the Indian, nor as poor as the poor whites, nor as 
ignorant as the mountaineers, are nevertheless incapable, poor, and ignorant
enough to make them worthy of our sympathy and the object of plans and programs j
1
for their improvement. Among them are thousands of illiterates, thousands of 
poverty-stricken, thousands of underfed children, thousands of ailing, and 
thousands of socially undeveloped persons who can profit from outside assist­
ance. 2he eD+ire state can profit, through the uplift of its lower class. Ufois 
is especially true when that lower class is so large, and the individuals in it 
arc so much alike. To the rehabilitation and Americanisation of the German- 
Ris»lan -oeople there is probably lit t le  objection. The debatable matter is the 
method of rehabilitation. This study was made with the object of proposing 
the methods of rehabilitation. They should be along two lines: educational 
and economic.
Educational Rehabilitation
The backwardness of the Gerraan-Russian people in the many phases of life
1 ft *7 j_ . . . .  ....... ______ _ . .i. i/ j , i
is due mainly to their lack of education. I f  their shortcoming in t'"is re-
spect could be remedied, their shortcomings in other fields would remedy them- ;
-
selves. To heir the Seraan-Bissian in any fie ld  of human endeavor, one must 
understand them. This is even more true in the fie ld  of education. To t 
desirable resp nses, they must be approached properly. It is necessa for 
the reformers to appreciate the difficulties under which they have lived in
i
the past. It is necessary to be aware of their suspiciousness. Ho one can 
understand them better than people from their own group. Ho one has their 
confidence as sich as leaders from their own group. It is necessary, there- 
fore, that their leaders in education he G-ersan-Hussians. They trust no one
\sas such as they do a oerson who sneaks their own language, has their own back-
*
ground and blood, and religion. A mediocre teacher of their own nationality 
would accomplish more with them than an expert of another nationality. The 
teacher of thsir own nationality w ill get across a barrier that few others can 
cross. To that end one of the most inport ant moves for the state to make with 
regards their improvement is to train adequately for leadership a large number 
of Germsn-Buscian students. The very students who need training, most often 
et the least of it . They come from poor homes, have foreign backgrounds,
thsir teachers. They have few friends to help . e^m along. The Horth Dakota 
institutions of high learning should recognize the necessity of training 
German-Bussians for leadership in their own communities.
But before the sons and daughters of the German-jfiussian people can quali-
fv to enter the institutions of higher learning, they mast finish the grade
V ?
»rx* high schoo ls . Th=re is a large amount of isportant work to be done in
this fie ld , for too few of their children finish their elemsntary and high
_ _ _ _ „____ ____................ ..... ....... . ....... ...  ■-:'y
k J
arescnool courses. Due to the lack of parental interest in education, they 
not being sent to school regularly nor for the duration of their school years. j 
-0 s ana g irls  are kept hone at the age of thirteen and fourteen "before they
:
have consisted the eighth grade. Persuasion of the right kind can work won- 
i'L. this respect. With too many German-Sussian narents no amount of ue1—
_
suasion is effective. For tiis  type of parent there should "be a stringent 
and effective compulsory attendance law on the statute "books. Worth Dakota's
|
compulsory attendance law is ineffective since it  must for the most part "be
enforced "by the county superintendents who are holding political offices. The
enforcement c f this law should, "be the duty of an suoointive officer, for in-*
stance, the Juvenile commissioner, and the reporting of delinouent parents
j
with regards to sending their children to school should "be mandatory 'croon the 
county superintendent. The German— Russians have a healthy respect for en­
forceable laws, and their response to such a law would solve the problem of 
school attendance to a great extent.
With regards to improving the educational opportunities of children in 
Catholic Germ an-Buss ian coaaoni'ties, the Church can be very effective. The 
Catholic German-Bussianc have Just as isich faith ir. their spiritual leaders 
as they have mistrust in outsiders. Eiis is evidenced by the great educa­
tional progress that has been made in communities of this type where there 
have been parochial schools or public schools tan^it "by Catholic Sisters. Op 
to the present time many of these parents have been indifferent to sending 
their diildren to school unless they could send them to Catholic schools or 
public schools taught by Sisters. Many Catholic priests have exhibited the 
same frame of mind. Their attitude a l l  too often has been, better no school 
than public schools with rcn-Catholic teachers. There is much room for co­
I
operation W e e n  clergy and public school teachers. There is a need for for­
getting prejudices and remembering the children. The clergy must recognize that 
this nation is a democracy whose foundation rests on free public schools, and 
one sect is  entitled to denominational schools, a ll  the others are,
I“ere is 110 objection to denominational schools outside of the fact that they 
are not practical in small communities. On the other hand, public school o ffi­
cials must recognize the desirability of providing communities with teachers 
of the faith demanded by the parents. 'The writer dees not argue to make re­
ligion a qualification for teachers. However, in communities where a Catholic 
teacher would have a larger enrollment, better attendance, and more cooperation 
Iron! the parents than would a non-Cat ho lie  teacher, such a community should he
!?
provided with the teacher that can evoke the greatest education response from 
it. It should be remembered that many such communities due to the flocking to­
gether of the German—Sttssian oeople are as near completely of one faith as com­
munities can be, and the desires of so great a majority should be respected.
In addition to acceptable leaders and teachers the German-Hussian communi­
ties need better school ulants, better equipment, better roads, and longer 
school terns. These things under the present state laws are provided by the 
local school boards with money secured to a large extent from local taxation.
It is unreasonable to expect people untrained in school administration, without 
public school background, to provide the school plants, equipment, roads and 
terms needed by their children, and then tax themselves heavily to pay for 
them. Pew school administrators question the sincerity of the many board mem- 
her, in such coamnnitiee; they do question their ability. The schools, shoold 
he administered hr trained school administrator, to mate the administration
■ c,r
g
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re and e^.icieno. Larger school units, fewer school "boards, appointive 
school administrators, and wider tax bases would be effective in raising the 
standard, of education in Geman-Hussian communities.
•fithm the schools in German-Hussian communities the method of teaching 
BQ8t “e adaDted to the needs of the pupils in order to insure effective teach­
ing. Hundreds of schools in such communities are attended by thousands of 
po.pi.uS who Know only the German language. In such schools the foreign language 
problem is real, and l i t t le  progress can be made in teaching until the pupils 
nave seen tsn^it a working vocabulary in the American language. Many schools 
are attended by pupils exclusively from Geroar-Hrsslan homes where German is 
the only language used. In such schools the problem is a ll the more serious, 
and the teachers’ task a ll  the more difficult. Trained and alert teachers who 
are aware of reading readiness and the handicaps under which such children la­
bor can do effective teaching in such schools. Providing such schools with 
abundant easy-reading material and tying up the school work with the pupils’ 
home experiences are prime necessities. 33b teacher who holds the German—Bus— 
sians and their homes in contempt w ill be successful in their communities. 
Teachers colleges should be aware of the foreign language communities within 
the state, and their students and prospective teachers should be taught the 
methods and nears of meeting the problems that are inherent in the schools of 
such communities.
To promote attendance, longer terns, and the hiring of better qualified 
teachers, the final state seventh and eighth grade examinations should not be 
compulsory for pupils who have attended at least 160 days each year for a 
period of eight years at a school that has a nine month term, that has been 
taught by a teacher holding a professional certificate, and which meets other
desirable requirements.
Iconomic Rehabilitation
.ns economic -oplift of the Gerzan-Russian people has been given a good 
inpetus by the so il conservation program of the federal government. Since 
such a large proportion of them are farmers, they need to be taught how to 
:?-m. This training the federal farm program appears to be giving them with 
the advise of the farm everts at the agricultural college. At the same
receiving benefit checks which should tide them over until they 
have adjusted themselves to a more profitable system of farming.
Since the Geman-Russians settled relatively poor land in a semi-arid 
area, they must be taught to farm in a manner that w ill enable them to make 
a living on such luid, for it appears that they w ill continue to live on such 
land. They appear to be taking over the farms of their neighbors of other 
nationalities. I f  the;-' are going to be p-rmanent residents in their areas, 
money scent in training them to farm crocerly w ill be well scent.
There remains much to be done aside of what the federal farm program is 
doing for them. These ceopla have been one-croc grain farmers too long both 
in North Dakota and in Russia to make it easy for them to diversify. In generj- 
al they have too few animals on their farms, and they know too litt le  about 
stock and feed raising and stock feeding. Their flocks are of a poor grade.
The Greater North Dakota Association has been doing fine work in purchasing 
good sires and seed for North Dakota, but their efforts have hardly reached 
the German-Bussian farmers. The Association and others have a large fie ld  
that has barely been touched in the thousands of German-Russian farmers.
Farm leaders of German-Russian origin wmld find a ready response among them. 
For their sons and daughters 4H clubs should be organised in their communi­
ties. Farm cooperatives w ill find a reaev response among the Gernan-Russian
!K
T i n
Jam leaders, she Agricultural College, the Creater Kcrth Dakota Association 
should rare a special study of the German-Sissian Iriargle with regards to 
the needs of its farmers, read after their agreenent on the urogram that 
to aid "better the economic well-being of the farmers within it, they should 
put it into the hands of people or leaders who hare the confidence of its 
Seraan-Hassian. element.
Us lift in g  the C-e rman-Snssien people educationally and economically 
will go a long ~sy in m lift in g  them in srery other way, socially, po liti-
It w ill go a long way in "bettering the state of
iiorth Dakota,,
5
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appendix b
Ru&by, n . Dhk.t 1-25-140
-ear Superintendent: In my work I have observed that some 
nationalities send over 50^  of their children to high school* 
others only 5%. Is this situation statewide? To find the 
answer 1 an sending this questionnaire to every E. S. in the 
state. Here is yours. Please oblige for the sake of this 
study which w ill be summarized in my thesis. It  w ill be valu­
able only i f  a ll  schools are included. Perhaps vcu can make it  
a class or student project. Interpretation:' For this study 
it  w il l  be satisfactory to determine a student's descent by 
that of his father; or by his dominant strain. For example: 
the son of a Swedish father and German mother is to be listed 
as o f Swedish descent; the son of an English-Irish father and 
a German mother as of German descent. The German-Russiane 
are distinguished from Germans or Russians in that they mi­
grated from Germany to Russia to the U.3.A. I am especially 
interested in them since they form about l/7 of our population. 
Thank you. Sincerely, Joe B. Voeller, Co. Sup't.
County_____ _______ School
Descent
No. o f PI. S. 
Students
No.of E.S. 
Teachers
No.of Gr. 
Teachers
German-Hussian
Russian
-  -  - - - .
German
:Jorse or 
Norwegian
Swedish
Scotch, Ir ish  
English
Other Dominant 
Nationality
A ll Others
Total
— ______________________________________________
fernan-Rnss^an , Nor
flernen Sv;e
Russian Sco
ane of II. •&. Student 
Grades 9-12 inclusive)
i^ lo n a lity )
*»• .. • . <w."»
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